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A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NON LOCAL
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

AN ELLIPTIC OPERATOR

GEBD GRUBB

Introduction.

Let Q be a bounded domain in 1R" with smooth boundary F, and let
A be an elliptic differential operator of order 2m, with smooth coefficients
defined in ~6. (The boundedness of ,i~ is assumed for convenience, but is

not essential for the main results of the paper). Together with A are given
1)~ boundary differential operators = 11, ... , m - l, such that the system
lbjj is normal and covers A (terminology as in Schechter [28]). We assume
that the boundary value problem Au =,~’ in ~ in .I’, j = 0, ..., m -1,
is uniquely solvable for given f’ ( f and u in suitable function spaces).

With A one can associate certain operators in L2 (S~). The maximal
operator Ai is : A defined on the set for which Au (defined
weakly) ~Z~(~)y and the minimal operator A~ is defined as the closure of :

A defined on the 0- functions with compact support in 0. The linear

operators A between Ao and Ai will be called realizations of A. An example
of a realization is the closure of : A defined on smooth functions u which

satisfy the boundary condition = 0 in = 0, ... , m - 1. This reali-
zation is determined by a boundary condition ; more generally one view
the operators in the family of realizations as representing abstract bondary
conditions. This is justified by the fact that the domains D (A) are deter-
mined by the behavior of the functions u E D (A ) near the boundary 
since D (Ai) c (~), and D (Ao) = 802m (~). (The Sobolev-spaces H8 (~),

~I $ (1~) (s real) are defined in detail in I § 1).

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 18 Dicembre 1967 ed in forma definitiva il 12 Febbraio

1968.
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The realizations given by boundary conditions in terms of boundary
differential operators (like Bj) have been investigated thoroughly in recent
years. Numerous references should be given here; we will just mention [1],
[3], [18], [23], [24], [28], which are of use in the present paper.

More recently, certain non-local boundary value problems (called non-
local because they contain boundary operators that are not necessarily dif-

ferential operators) have been discussed ; mostly in the form of generalized
versions of

(the typical boundary condition for m = 1), where K is a possibly non-local
operator in F, see [2], [4], [5], [6], [12], [29]. (The paper [29] also treats a

different type of boundary condition).
Thus, by the introduction of more and more general boundary condi-

tions, more and more general realizations have been considered. The present
paper treats a converse problem : to find, to an arbitrary realization, a
specific boundary condition, expressed in terms of boundary operators from

to and operators between spaces over r, that it represents.
It is shown how this is possible for all closed realizations; some non closed
realizations are included in a natural way. The result is given in the form
of a 1-1 correspondence between the closed realizations A and the closed
operators L between certain spaces related to the spaces (III § 2).

The correspondence between a and .L becomes more interesting by the
fact that it preserves properties of the operators such as dimension of null-

space, closedness of range and codimension of range; and the adjoint A*‘
corresponds analogously to the adjoint L- (III § 2). Moreover, the correspon-
dence preserves regularity (III § 3) (i. e., the property of 

(graphtopology) continuously imbedded in HS (JJ), 8 &#x3E; 0, corresponds to a
similar property of L), and, if A is formally selfadjoint, it preserves spectral
and numerical properties (III § 4).

The theory requires introduction of a certain non-local boundary ope-
rator from into (L2 (F))-, for which a Green’s formula holds for
all u E D (A1), all v E D (Ai) (III § 1) (A’ is the formal adjoint of A).

Since the main part of earlier work on non-local boundary conditions
was concerned with the condition (1), we have included some considerations
concerning this particular type of problem. In III § 2 we give a necessary
and su»cient condition that a closed realization represents this type. In
III § 6 are given some further results on this kind of boundary value pro-
blem, deduced from our theory ; they overlap with [29].
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The immediate background for our theory is the theory for the non

homogeneous boundary value problem

as developed by Lions and Magenes in [24], [24"]. Those of their results
that we use, and some underlying results, are briefly presented in Chapter I.

Chapter II contains the Hilbert space theory (abstract theory) which
is the basis for our approach. It has points in common with Vishik [32],
but differs in a way that makes it possible to treat all closed realizations,
not only those with closed range. Notation, and some preliminary results
for this chapter, are explained in the Appendix.

Finally, Chapter III combines I and II to give the main results.
The present paper is a revised edition of the author’s doctoral disser-

tation [15]. The main change is that we have omitted considerations con-
cerning sesquilinear forms, in particular a systematic discussion of the

realizations associated with sesquilinear forms in L2 (Q) (not in general
continuous on Hm (Q)) for the case .A = A’, strongly elliptic, given in [15].
Other changes: we use a more general notion of ellipticity here, and base
our considerations on the boundary value problem ’(2} instead of the Di.
richlet problem from the start; also some results have been sharpened.

The author would like to express her warmest gratitude to her advisor,
Professor Ralph S. Phillips, for his advice and encouragement throughout
the work.
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’"

CHAPTER I. - PRELIMINARIES

Our assumptions are basically the same as those in Lions-Magenes [24]
V, except that we do not work with LP-spaces with p # 2.

§ 1. Spaces.

Let Q be a bounded domain in ’Rn (with generic point x = ... , xn)) ;
the boundary 11 is assumed to be an 1J, - 1 dimensional Coo manifold. Let

us note at this point that the assumptions of smoothness can be weakened
considerably; we will not make any efforts in this direction. The condition

that Q be bounded is not essential ; cases where Q is unbounded (and
where the coefficients of the differential operators satisfy the various con-
ditions in some uniform sense) could also he treated by our methods. Only
in certain applications (Theorems III ~..5 and part of III § 6) will the boun-
dedness be of importance.

We denote by Lf) (Q) the space of functions which are infinitely diffe-

rentiable in S~, by the space of functions belonging to which

have compact support in 0, ,and by space of distributions

in D.

Let p be the multi-index then denotes the differential

operator

it is of order +... -~- p?E .
We shall need several types of Sobolev spaces ; the definitions given

here follow H6rmander [18], with a slightly different notation.
Let s be any real number. Then H~ (Kn) is defined as the space of

u E c3’ (cS’ is the space of temperate distributions in for which

here u (~) denotes the Fourier transform of u (x) · ~E is a Hilbert space
with the norm
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Now define

(1.1) space of for which there exist 

with U = u in Q ; H8 (S~) is a Hilbert space with the norm

I U 1" the infimum taken over all such U ;

t 1.2) space of which have support in S2; 
is a closed subspace of H8 

Here CD (l) is dense in and is dense in Ho (D). Moreover,
a-a (!J) and Ho (,~) are strong anti-duals with respect to an extension of

When s is a positive integer, Hs (Q) is the space of u E L2 (Q) for

which Dp u (defined in the distribution sense) is in L2 (Q) for all 
and the norm is equivalent with

When s and s’ are real numbers (D) c H8 (D) algebrai-
cally and topologically (i. e., the imbedding is continuous) ; furthermore,
H8’ (D) is dense in H 8 ( S~).

H’ (r) is defined by local coordinates, using the definition of H8 
(see e. g. Hormander ( 18)) . is dense in H8 (r), for all 8. It follows

from the boundedness of r that every distribution (r) belongs to

for some 8.

H8 (r) and H-~~(I-’) are strong anti-duals with respect to an extension of

the duality will be denoted by 1p ~ .
s -8

We shall often have to consider product spaces

The summation will nearly always be over j = 0,..., m - 1, where m is a
fixed number, in that case we just write
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If the norm in we denote the norm

Also, the duality between (1’) and H (r) will be denoted by

Many of’ the resnlts in the following are based on the interpolation
theory for the spaces H8 H9 (I") and related spaces. We shall only use
it directly a few times, each time in the form of the following theorem.

(Sj and = 0, ... , ~n - 1, denote real numbers : nt a positive integer.
{1’’))"1 denotes the prodnct space of’ Cj)’ (r) with itself 1n times).

THEOREM 1.1. Let )’0 and t’t be real r 1). Let K be an

operator in which I1 (r) continuously into II for
’f == )"0 and i- = ri . Then K 1naps II Hr+Bj (I’) continuously into 

for all 

I § 2. ]Boundary differential operators.
Denote by yo the mapping of’ 1t E D (Q) into its boundary value yo zc =

It Ir E (D (F), and denote b3T yj ( j = 1, 2, ...) the mapping of u E Q (Q) into
its jlth interior normal derivative yju aju E CD (I"). A fundamental « trace&#x3E;

theorem » is the following:

THEOREM 2.1. Let s be a -real &#x3E; 2 and let r be tlae 
2

integer zc,itlc ’r  s - 1 . The = 
... , de, fined on D integer with k,  s - 

2 
The mapping ‘ defined oit

extends by continuity to a continuous tnapping, which ire will also denote by

The kernel of y is exactly

(Various parts of the theorem have been proved by many autors -
for references see Lions Magenes [24] III or [24’j ; we here present a very
strong version dne to ITspenskii (31 ), the last statement due to Lions.Ma.

genes [24’] Theorem 1.lJ.5).
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REMARK 2.1. In this way, YJ is defined on all spaces H8 (.0) with s &#x3E;

&#x3E; j -~- 1 . Since (D (6) is a dense subset of for all s, and 
2 .

c 8a (D) algebraically, topologically and densely, whenever s’&#x3E; s) the de-
finition of /j on H8 is an extension of yj defined on H8 (Q), s’ &#x3E; 8 &#x3E;

. 

+ 
L

&#x3E; j + 11 .
By a boundary differential operator Bj of order mj with coefficients in

CZJ (1’) ( j and inj are nonnegative integers) we shall mean an operator of
the form

where the bjp are functions in (not all zero for maps

into It can also be written as

where and the T~k are (~ tangential~) differential operators in f
of orders ~~2013~ with coefficients i n 

Let m be a positive integer, and let 1~e a system of’ w boun-

dary differential operators. We say that the system is normal if the orders

are distinct, and the functions bj as in (2.2) have inverses (which then
belong to ~D (1’-’)). We say that the system is a J)irichlet oj’ 
if, furthermore, the orders mj fill out the set 0~...~w20131. (For details see
Aronszajn-Milgram [3] and Schechter [28]).

One has easi ly from Theorem 2.1 :

COROLLARY 2.1. Let W be a positive integer and let B~ be a boundary
operator of’ order 2m - 1. The M -- ~ defined on 
extends by ’napping, also denoted by Bj, of’ 

The situation will usually be that we have two normal systems 
and (denoting the order of OJ by ~u~), such that 

y -" is a Dirichlet system of order 2nl. One can then derive from
Theorem 2.1 :

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ’In be a integer and let m~)
and (orders normal H’lu’h that ... , (’0’’’’ ~ t’", _, ~
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is a Dirichlet system of order 2nt. Then maps

In the proof one transforms the problem ot‘ constructing u from boun-

dary data

into the construction of u from boundary data
- 0,..., 2m - 1 ; which is possible according to a lemma by Aron8zajn-
Milgram [3], since the orders are distinct and the coefficients bj (as in (2.2))
are invertible. (For details, see e. g. Schechter [28]). One then applies
Theorem 2.1 with s = 

I § 3. Assumptions ; and some results on elliptic differentiat operators.

There is given H. differential operator A of order 2m (m is a positive
integer), with coefficients apq (x) E (D (S~) :

which is properly elliptic in Q (as defined in Schechter [28], or [24] V p. 8).
The formal adjoint A’ is defined by 

’

it is then also properly elliptic in D.
There are given four systems each consisting of m boundary differential

operators with coefficients in CJJ (I"): B = jBo ~... ~ C = (Co ··· , 
B’ = ~B~ , ... , B~_1;, C’ = C~ , ... , C~,_1~, is of order mj, OJ is of

B~ is of order ~m - ,u? - 1, and CJ is of order 2m - m~ - 1 ~ for

j = 0~ ... , l1t - I. It is assumed that all four systems are that

~ Bo , ... , Co,..., and Bo , ... , Co , ... , are Dirichlet

syste’n18, and that they together with A and A’ satisfy Green’s 

for all u, z, E (9).
We will say that the system (A, B) satisfies the hypothesis (e) if

(e) The system of boundary operators B = [Bj) (Schechter [28],
or [24] V p. e 11). v
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REMARK 3.1. The following properties are mentioned in Lions-Magenes
[24] V; we also refer to Schechter [28] and Aronszajn-Milgram [3]:

If (A, B) satisfies (e) then also ~A’, B’~ satisfie_s (e). For the special
case where B = y = (Yo ..., one has : IA, y) satisfies (C~) for any

properly elliptic A.

We will now introduce several operators in L2(D), associated with the
formal differential 1 operators A and A’.

The minimal operator Ao [resp. Ao~ is defined as : the closure as an

operator in Z2 (S~), of A [resp. A-’I defined on ~D (S~). ’file Inaximal operator
. A is defined by: (Au defined in the di-

stribution sense)) ; = Alu for u E D (At); Ai is defined analogously. Then
Al = (A’)* and A 1 = (For further egplanatiou, see e. g. Hörmander

[17]). Note that A, , A’ 0 and A, are closed operators.
Because of the ellipticity of A, one can prove that the functions in

1) (A,) satisfy : it E (Ql) for every open subset Q1 c Q with S~1 (in-
terior regularity, Friedrichs [14]) ; and that I) (A") = Ho 2,n (Q) (also in the
sense that the graphnorm and the H2’n (0)-norm are equivalent on D (Ao)).

- ~

The linear operators A with Ao e A e Al will be called the realizations

of A. Similarly, the operators A’ are the realizations of’

A’. Clearly, the adjoint of a realization of A is a realization of’ A’, and
vice versa.

Let A be a realizatiou of A, and let D (A,). hor any oyen subset

of 0 with tit c 0 one can, because of the interior regularity. find

it E H;’n (Q) = 1) (Ao) such that 1t = 1t1 in S~1 ; therefore solely the heha vior
of u near the boundary I’ determines whether it belongs to h (A). Tliiis

justifies the statement that each realization corresponds to an «abstract

boundary conditioii ». aim is to give a concrete formulation of’ this

idea; in fact to show how every (closed) realization corresponds to a boun-
dary condition, expressed in terms of an operator between certain spaces over
F, of the type described in § 1. To do this, we shall need the basic results
in the theory for local nonhomogeneous boundary value problems developed
by Lions and Magenes [24], [24’]. Their theory builds, among other thing’s,
on the regularity results by Schechter Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg [1 ],
and uses interpolation theory.

We begin with describing the fundamental regularity results.

Define the operators Ao and Ap by

and
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Since Bu = 0 and B’ u = 0 for it E = D (Au) = D (A~), Ap is a rea-
lization of A, and A’ is a realization of A’. It follows from (3.3) that Ap
and A;~ are contained in each others adjoints.

B is so far defined for u E H2m (.Q); for general u E D (A,) we now define
what we mean by Bu = 0 by (weak definition):

Then one has (Schechter IL28], Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg (1 )) :

THEOREM 3.1. If’ (A, B} satisfies (e), then u E D (At) with Bu = 0 weakly
intply it E H2m (Q) icith Bit = 0 in the ordinary sense (as in Oorolla1’y 2.1 ).

This shows that 1~ ((A;~)*‘) c D (A~), wliich together with the already
known : Ap c (A’)* gives

In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.1 one finds that the graphtopology
on 1) is equivalent with the H 2’n (Sa)-topology ; we can also note here
that it is a consequence of (3.4) and the statement of Theorem 3.1, by the
closed graph theorem (using that equals algebraically a closed sub-
space of and the graphtopology is weaker than the 

logy). Itecall Remark 2.1, that (A, B) satisfying (e) implies (A’, B’} satisfying
(e). Then similar considerations apply to Ap. Altogether:

COROLLARY 3.1. If’ [A, B) satisfies (e), then Ap and A~ are adjoints,
and the graphtopology on D (Ap) [D (Ap)] is equivalent with the H2mz 

We will say that the system (A, 13~ satisfies the hypothesis if

(cM) the problem

has a unique solution u E D (A1) for all f’ E L2 (D).
Note that when (A, B) satisfies (e), (3.7) is the boundary value pro-

blem represented by A~ , and then (A, Bj satisfies if and only if

0 E p (A#).
We will not try to list sufficient conditions for the validity of (~ )

here. A discussion can be found in Lions-Magenes [24] V, where further

references to the literature are given.
(3.7) contains the homogeneous boundary condition Bu = 0 ; to treat

the corresponding nonhomogeneous boundary value problem one needs an
extension of the definition of 13 to all u E I) (Ai),

6’ AnnaH della Scuoia Norm. Sup. - Pisa
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ÐEFINlTION 3.1. Let 8 be a real number. We de ne

as a Hilbert space with the norm

We define the space

it is a closed subspace of’ VA (S~) as well as of’ H8 (Q).
Note that DA (tJ) c H’ (,~) algebraically and topologically for all s.

When s ~ 2m one has in fact since u E implies
Au E H8-2m (Q) ; the identity also holds topologically, by the closed graph
theorem. Note that is identical D (At).

THEOREM 3.2. Z’he boundary operator B = (B~ , ... , defined ou

H 2m (Q) can be extended to an operator, also denoted by B, 1uaps 

continuous ty into for all real 8.

For all s C 2m, dense in that here B is a~a extension

by continuity of’ B defined on H2m (Q).
Similarly, one obtains by by continuity opet’ators C, B’ and C’,

ittapping D~ (S~~ and D~- (S~) continuously into.

and respectively, for all real s.

We refer to Lions-Magenes [24] V, VI and [241] for details. The exten-
sion is defined such that it is consistent with the weak definition of Bu = 0

for u E D (At) given in (3.6). (In fact the extension is defined by a clever
duality argument, using an analogue of Green’s formula (3.3)). Note that

B maps D (A1) = (~) continuously into.

REMARK 3.2. l’or s h 2m, the above statement can actually be deduced
from Corollary 2.1, by interpolation between integer cases.

For s ~ 2m, the theorem gives new information. Here the present
statement is an improvement from the results in [24] V, VI, in that it is

not prescribed different from an integer, as was the case
2

in [24]. The improved version follows from some stronger results in Lions
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and Magenes book [24’], of which the authors have kindly shown me the
manuscript. In the same way, Theorem 3.3 below is valid for all 8.

With the new definition of B, C, B’ and C’, Green’s formula can be

extended as follows:

COROLLARY 3.3. one has

PROOF. The tbrmula follows from (3.3) by extension by continuity,
using Theorem 3.2.

KEMAKK The above extension of Green’s formula is in a sense

the best possible. By this we mean that even though B, C, B’ and C’ are
defined on resh 1~~. (Sa), the formula does not make sense for all

pairs ~u, v] E D~ (S~) x unless s -~- s’ ~ 2m. Proof for the case where

C cover A (thus B’ and C’ cover A’) : Bu and C’v must belong to
dual spaces in order that (3.8) makes sense. By Proposition III 5.2 (which

_ _j_
. _

uses the boundedness of Q) mentioned in II I § 5, (r ) if

tind only if u E Dh (Q) (s E [0, 2w], u is assumed to be in Dd (Q)), and C’v E

E II (T) if and only if w E 
2m-,s 

(Q).if and only if 

Finally, we present the fundamental result of Lions and Magenes (24 J
V, VI, [24’1 which gives a precise description of the non-homogeneous
boundary value problem, when the given differential operators are sufficiently
nice :

THEOREM 3:3 Assume that both IA, B} and (A’, B’j 8atisjy (e) and 
(i) Let The mapping (A, B} is ccn isomorphism of DsA (Q) onto

1

is an of I~A. (,~) onto

The ’mapping {A,B}is an isontorplaisnt of’ 

and the {A’, B’j is an isomorphism

Here, the really important contribution is statement (i); statement (ii)
follows by interpolation from the results in [1] and is used in the process
ot’ j&#x3E;r&#x3E;viiig. (i).
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CHAPi’ER II.. ABSTRACT THEORY

~ 1. Basic results.

Definitions, and certain special results that we shall need, are given
in the Appendix.

Ijet H be al Hilbert space with norm denoted by I u I, inner product
(u, v). We assume that the following operators are given in H : A pair of

closed, densely defined, unbounded operators Ao , Ao satisfying Ao c (Ao)*‘,
A’ c and a closed operator Ap which has a bounded, everywhere defined
inverse, and which satisfies :

AJ has a bounded everywhere defined inverse.
The set of linear operators A in H satisfying Ao c A~ will be

denoted by 01l; the set of linear operators A’ with i will be

denoted by 01l/. Clearly, A E implies and P E 9N’ implies

(~’)* E 01l.
In this § we will give a characterization of the closed operators Ã E em

in terms of operators T from to Z (A1) ; in the form of a 1 - 1 cor-

respondence. Some properties of the correspondence will be deduced.
We will use the following simplification of notation, whenever conve-

nient : When E D (1) for some A E 9Y we write Au, instead of AM, and
when for some A’ E we write A’v instead of lpv. The graph-
norms in any of the spaces D (1), 1 E 9N, will be denoted by

similarly the graphnorm in will be denoted by

(1) Note that then Ao also has a bounded inverse. Conversely, if do and 41 have
bounded inverses, and A0 C (Ao)*, then there exists AB with 
(Description in Vishik 
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direct topological gums in the graphtopologies.

PROOF : Since D c D (At) and Z (At) c D (A,), D (Ap) + Z (At) c
c D (A1). Now let u E D (A,). If u can be decomposed into u up + ,

where up E D (A o) E Z (A,), then Au = Auo so up = ~~~ This

shows that the decomposition is unique, and it also indicates how the ge-
neral element u of D (At) can be decomposed : If u E D (At), let up = AgI Au,
then u~ = u - up satisfies Auc = Au - AuR = 0.

Thus D (A1) = D(Ap) --~- direct sum. To show that it is a direct

topological sum we have to show that the mapping [up , ~"~ u = up + uc
is an isomorphism of onto (graph topologies). The
mapping is clearly continuous :

for all u( E Since Ap and At are closed, the spaces

I) X and 1) (Ai) are Hilbert spaces ; it then follows by the closed

graph theorem that the mapping is an isomorphism. Thus

direct topological sum.

An analogous proof shows that

direct topological sum.

Since we will use these decompositions again and again, y we make the
following definitions :

The projection of onto 1) (AfJ) defined by Lemma 1.1 is called

the projection onto is called For we also write

The projections of D (AD onto D (AB ) and Z (Ai)
defined, by Lemma 1.1 are denoted resp. pr~. , y and we write = 

v = w~- , whenever convenient.

We will still reserve the terminology Ux for the orthogonal projection
of a subspace or element U into a closed subspace X of H.

PROOF:
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since up belong to domains of adjoint operators.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let be a pair of adjoint operators.

sub8pace,s). Then
(i) the equations

define an operator T : V’ --~ W, and the equations

define an operator Ti : W -+ V ;
(ii) the operators T and 1’1 are adjoints.

IV N

PROOF : Let u E D (1), v E D (1-). It then follows from Lemma 1.2 that

and therefore, since

Now if u, = 0 then, by for all from which

it follows, since W = pr~.~ D (1-), that = 0. Thus (Au) w is a function
of u~ for all u E D (1). We can then define the operator T by

for all u E D (A). V, and R (T) c W.
Similarly, it follows from (1.3) that (A’v)p is a function of w5, for all

This defines the operator T, satisfying (1.2) and the proof of (i)
is completed. 

’
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We will now prove that T and T, are adjoints. By symmetry it suf-

fices to prove, e. g., that T is the adjoint of Ti .
Since Ti : W -+ V is densely defined in W, the adjoint T,* : V -+ W

exists. It follows from (1.3) that

Thus

Thus x E D (1..) = h (A). Consequently, by the definition of T, XC = z E D (T)
and Txc = (Ax) w = Ti*z, i.e., Tz.= It follows that Z 1*‘ c T.

We have then proved that Tl~ = T, which completes the proof of the
proposition.

N ~

Proposition 1.1. shows how every adjoint pair P E 9N’, gives
rise to an adjoint pair T : V -+ W, 1’’~ : W -+ V, and

closed subspaces. The next proposition shows that any adjoint
pair T : Y --~ W, 1’* : IV-+ V, where V and Ware arbitrary closed sub-

spaces of Z (A1) resp. Z (A~), is reached in this way.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let V be a closed subspace of’ W a closed

of’ Z (AD and T : Y --~ W, T* : W --~ V a operators

necessarily bounded). Then the operators A and A’ in H determined by

and

are adjoints, and the opera,tors deriroed a, A~‘ by 1’-rolnosition 1.1 are

exactly T : V -+ Wand 7’* : lV -+ V.
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N ~

PROOF: we have by Lemma 1.2 :

N ~

Thus A and A’ are contained in each others adjoints.
We now have to prove that A’" c.1’ and that (1’). c ~4 ; by symmetry

it suffices to prove, e. g., that 1. c ~.
Let v E D (A~). Since Ao is closed with a bounded inverse, and has Ai

as adjoint, ..

thus R ( A ) 1 W. Therefore any element u of the form u = z + Tz + w,
where x E D (T) and w E D (Ao), is in D (1), since u, = x E D (T) and (Au)yV =
= (Tz + = Tz. We have for all such u :

Thus (Tz, = (z, (A’v) y) for all z E D(T). This shows tha t vQ. E D (T*) with
N N N

T‘vQ· = whence, by definitions, v E D (1’). Thus A’* c A’.
The last statement of the proposition is obvious.

Finally, every pair T, T* stems from only one pair ,A, ~i*: ..

LEMMA. 1.3. Let 1 E em and .1- E be a pair adjoint operators, and
IV N

let T : V- Wand T* : W - V be derived 1 and A" as in Proposi-
tion 1.1. Then
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PROOF: Let A1 and 3f be the operators defined by (1.4) resp. (1.5) in
Proposition 1.2. It folloWs from the definitions of T and T* in Proposition
1.1, that

and

Since A and 11 E Cg, (1.7) shows that 1 c 11. Then l-::&#x3E;.Ir. This, toge-
ther with (1.8) implies P =.11*. Then also 1=11.

The Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, and Lemma 1.3 together imply the
theorem : 

°

THEOREM 1.1. There i8 a 1 - 1 correspondence betiveen all pa,ir8 o-

adjoint operators A, A. with A E 1. E a,nd all pairs of adjoint opef
rators T, T* with T : Y -~. W, T*: W --~ V, where V denotes a closed 8ub-

space of’ Z (At) and W denotes a. closed sibspa,ce of Z (Aí); the correspondence
being given by :

In this correspondence,

The formulation of Theoreni 1.1 is completely symmetric A and A*‘,
and in T and T*. Since 1- is actually determined by A, and T*: yY--~ V
is determined by T : Y --~ IV, an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is :

COROLLARY 1.1. There is a 1 - 1 correspondeitee between all closed

operators A E and all operators T : V -+ W satisfying
(i) V is a closed subspace of’ Z (Ai), W is a closed subspace of’ 
(ii) T is densely defined in V and closed ;

the correspondence being given by

In this correspondence,
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N ~

Furthermore, if’ A corresponds to T : V -+ W in the above then Ã-
corresponds to T *‘ : I W - V by

REMARK 1.1. If T is given as a closed operator from to 

we can choose W as any closed subspace of Z (Ai) for which R (T ) c W,
and define A by (1.9). Then A corresponds to T : V -+ W, where V = D (T ).
Of course, different choices of W give different operators 1, whereas V is
necessarily equal to D ( T ). Therefore V need not be explicitly mentioned
in this connection ; however, V is important when we consider ;z4, since
it is the range space for T*, and enters in (1.10).

We will give another description of the connection between A and T,
which also sheds light on the topological structures. To do this we need
the following lemma:

LEMMA 1.4. closed. subspace o, j’ Z(Al), and let T be any

operator 1.vith D (T) C: Z (At) and R (T) C: W. Then the following two sets D,
and D2 are identical :

Moreover, the elements z

determined by u zrc ( 1.11 ).

IV and v E D (Ao) are uniquely

PROOF : In the proof we use the earlier mentioned fact that ~I =

and v E R (Ao) ; then since

v-e find that (Au)w = Tz. It follows that zc E *
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Conversely, let it E Di . Decompose

Set and set Then since

Now u = Ut + = Ag Au. By assumption, u~ E D ( T ) and
(Au) w = Then

where Uc E D (T), f E Z (A 1) (~) W ;nd v E D (Ao). Thus u belongs to D2.
The uniqueness is easily shown (by use of (1.12)).
We can now prove :

THEOREM 1.2. Let A correspond to T : Y --~ W as in Corollary 1.1.

Then u E D (A) if and only if’ 

Here x, f and v are uniquely determined by u, and the mapping

is an isomorphism oj’ 1) (~’) X (~ (A1) tv) W) X D (Ao) onto D (A), when the

spaces are provided with the graphtopologies.

PROOF : The first part ot’ the theorem follows immediately from Corol-
lary 1.1 together with Lemma 1.4. Lemma 1.4 also gives that the mapping

h (A) is 1 - 1 ; it only remains to prove the continuity of the mapping and
its inverse.

Let the sequence [zn, ,j’n, vn] converge to [z,,t’, v] in D (T ) X (Z(Ai) (=) W )X
X D (Ao). This means that z", - z, Tzn - - v and -+ Av,
in H. Then
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since Afl 1 is continuous, and clearly

Thus u" --~ u in D (1). Since the spaces are metric, this proves that the

mapping (z, f; v] ~"~ ~ is continuous. By the closed graph theorem (recall
A and T are closed, so D (A) and D (T) X (3 W ) X D (Ao) are Hilbert
spaces) the inverse mapping is also continuous, and the proof is completed.

COROLLARY 1.2. Let A correspond to T as in Corollary 1.1. and let (un)
be a sequence in D (A). Then u’~ --~ zc in and only t/ in

and D (T) (graphtopologie8).

PROOF : By Theorem 1
is a uniquely determined element of D(T)x (Z (Aa (-) X D (Ao) ; then

and The corollary follows by a straight-
forward application of Theorem 1.2.

REMARK 1.2. Note however, that D (A) is in general not the direct sum
of D (7’) and a subspace of D (A~). When u E D (A), the component u~ usually
depends (partially) on the component u, since it is of the form uR =

A# 1 (Tiic + f ) -+- v (for some f E Z (Ai) t~) W, v E D (Ao)).
More properties of the correspondence between A and T are given in

the following.

THEOREM 1.3. Let A c01.respond to T : V -+ W as in Oo).ollary l.l . Then

(i) Z (A) = Z (T), so 1 - 1 if and only if’ T as 1 - 1

(ii) W B R ( T ). Thus in 

a) A is onto if’ and on Ly i~’ T is onto ;

b) R (A) ia closed if and only if R (T) is closed ;
c) and R (T ) have the same codimension.

PROOF:

(i) Let u E Z (1). Then u = u, and Tuc = (Au) w = 0, so 1t E Z (T).
Let u E Z (T ). Then u E Z (A1) ~ D (A) = Z (A).

(ii) By Theorem 1.2, the general element of R (1) is
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where independently. Here ,t’ runs

through Av runs through 
runs through H tv) W. Therefore the elements of H that g does not reach

are exactly the elements of W that Tz does not reach, i. e.,

COROLLARY 1.3. A and T have the index. A is a semi-Fredholm
and only if T is one, and A is a operator if and only

(/’ T is one.
(The index of an operator 8 is defined as the dimension minus

the codimension of ~(~S)~ if both are tinite. S is called a semi-Fredholm

operator if S is closed, R (S) is closed, and the dimension of Z (8) is finite;
it is called a Fredholm operator if furthermore the codimension of R (8) is

finite).
Theorem 1.3 states is 1 - 1 if and only if T : V2013). W is 1 - 1.

For this case one has : 
I

THEOREM 1.4. Let X correspond to T: V2013&#x3E; in Corollary 1.1.

that A is 1 - 1 (or, equivalently, T is 1 - 1.). Define the

linear extension of

Then

PROOF : Let f’ E R (A). Let zc = = .1’. Then u = v + z where

By the detinition of and

Therefore jvT E R (T) and

Inserting this in u = t + z we find

which proves the theorem.
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With this theorem one can bring perturbation theorems into use. As

an example we mention the obvious

COROLLARY 1.4. Let ApI be a compact operator. Then A-’ exists and
is comyact if and exists and is compact.

Other examples are given in Theorems 2.2 below.

II § 2. The symmetric case.

Let us in this § assume once and for all : A corresponds to T : V 
as in Corollary 1.1.

In the case where A, = A* (or equivalently Ao, or A, = A,), A,~
can be chosen to be selfadjoint, which makes the set-up particularly simple.
Then the two decompositions mentioned in Lemma 1.1 coincide, and the

operators T: V --~ W are operators in It may now happen that

V c W or V = W. In the first case the numerical range v (T) of T (see
~ 

Appendix) can be defined; in the second also the spectrum a (T). We will

show how properties of these are reflected in properties of v (A) and a (A).
Throughout this § we assume, in addition to the assumptions of § 1 :

Then = = the set of operators between Ao and All. In particular,
A E em is selfadjoint if and only if A is a selfadjoint extension of’ A0.

Let Ap be a selfadjoint operator E em such that 0 E o (Ap) (that such

an operator exists when Ao is symmetric with bounded inverse was proved
first by Calkin [91, see Riesz-Nagy [26] p. 336). One then obtains imrnedia-

tely from Theorem 1.1 that .1 is selfadjoint it’ and only if’ Y = W

and T : V -+ V is selfadjoint. In a more common terminology :

THEOREM 2.1. Let Ao be a closed, densely defined opet’ato1’
zaith bounded and let At A*. Let A,~ be a selj’adjoint extension oJ’
Ao 2cith 0 E e (AB) ; denote the dECOmposition Il (At) = J) + 7, (At) by

,

(i) Let V be any closed ,9ub,’pace of’ Z (At) and let T be any seljadjoint
operator in V. Then the operator A c: Al defined by

is a selfadjoint extension o~’ Ao.
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(ii) Conversely, any selfadjoint extension A of Ao defines a selfadjoint
operator T in V (= the closui-e of by (2.2).

A and T correspond uniquely to each other.

REMARK 2.1 This theorem gives a complete characterization of all self

adjoint extensions of A09 a problem earlier discussed by Calkin [9], Kreiii
[22], Birman [7], Vishik [32] (in some cases with partial, and more com-

plicated results). The above result has the advantage of’ being easily tran-

slatable into a theorem on boundary condi tions (Theorem I I I. 4.1).
We give two examples of perturbation theorems for selfadjoint opera-

tors applied to Theorem 1.4 :

THEOREM (2.1) and Ap selfadjoint. Let A E C)k be selfadjoint
N ~

with 0 E e (A)s and let .1 to T : J’T -&#x3E; V as in Theorern 2. 1.

(i) If is compact, then Z and T have the essential spec-
trum.

(ii ) It’ is of trace class, then a-’ and A#’ ha1’e the same absolu-

tel y continuous spectru’nl.

PROOF : Recall (Theorem 1.3) that 0 E Lo (A) if and only if 0 E o (T). l,et
T(-l) be defined as the linear extension of

Then it follows from Theorem 1.4 that

(i) The proof is an application of the theorem of Weyl (Riesz-Nagy
[26] p. 362): If S1 is bounded selfadjoint is compact selfadjoint
then S1 and ~’1 -f - 82 have the same essential spectrum.

Let 81 = = Ai). Then if is compact, 1-1 and T t-1~ have
the same essential spectrum. Since 0 E o (A) and 0 E ~o (T) it follow that

A and T have the same essential spectrum.
(ii) The proof is an application of the theorem of Rosenblum-Kato

[27], [20] : If St is selfadjoint and S2 is selfadjoint and of trace class (i. e.,
has finite absolute trace), tben 8. -~ 82 have the same absolutely
continuous spectrum.
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Let ~Si = A~ 1, ON2 = T(-’). Clearly 
B 

is of trace class if and only
if I is of trace class.

REMARK 2.2. A version of Theorem 1.4, with selfadjoint 
and .4, was proved by Birman [7] ; for such operators Theorem 2.2 is a

consequence of his result. IIe gave in [81 an interesting application of

Theorem 2.2 (ii).

For the characterization of more general ;[ E the following lemma

will be very useful: 
.

2.1. (2.1) and A~ selfadjoint.
I1’ V c 1V one has u, v E D (11) :

In particular

PROOF : For u, v E D 

(2.4) and (2.5) follow from the fact that is real.

For the symmetric tl E «-e then get

THEOREM 2.3. Assume (2.1 ) and Âp selfadjoint. Tlce statements

are equivalent :

(i) A is symmetric
(ii) V c W and T is symmetric as an operator in W.

PROOF : If V c: Wand T is symmetric, then by Lemma 2.1 :
IV N

Im (Au, u) = Im (Tuc, u,) = 0 for all u E D (A), thus A is symmetric.
Conversely, if A is symmetric then so W ;

and Im (Tuc, uc) = 0 for all uC E D (T) by (2.5). This iniplies that I’ is sym -
metric as an operator in W.
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COROLLARY 2.3. Assume (2.1) 8elfadjoint. A is maximal 

metric if and only if’ V = W’ and T is maximal symmetric. 
’

PROOF: = Wand let T be maximal symmetric. If Ae is a aym-
metric extension of ~ Z* c ; then the corresponding operator Te : Ve-+ TYe
satisfies V c We c W == V, so that T, is a symmetric extension of T.

By the assumption on T, Te == ~’, which shows that A is maximal sym-
metric. 

’

Conversely let .1 be maximal symmetric. Then W and T is sym-
metric in W. If V we can extend T trivially to a symmetric opera-
tor Te : ~’ --~ W by letting for z. E V. T~ corresponds to a

proper symmetric extension .Ãe of Ã, in contradiction to A being maximal
symmetric. Thus V = W, and the maximality of A implies the maximality
of T.

Lemma 2.1 indicates that there is a close connection between the nu-

merical ranges (and then also spectra) of A and Z’ (2). Theorems 2.1 and

2.3 show that the spectra resp. numerical ranges of 1 and T are simulta-

neously contained in the real axis. Further results can be obtained if we

assume positivity of Ao :

Then there exist positive selfadjoint extensions by Friedrichs’ lemma

below. Friedrichs’ lemma singles out one particular selfadjoint extension

Ay v,ith the same lower bound as 

2.2 (Friedrichs [13]) Assu1ne (2.1) and (2.6). There exi8tg one and
only one selfadjoint operator A,, E 99 which satisfies :

For every u E J) (A,,) there exists cr sequence (unf c D (Ao) such that un-+ 1t
(A ( ic’y - u), un - u) - 0.
I’Iti,q operator A. satisfies in (A Y) = m (Ao).
A proof of’ Lemma 2.2 is given in Riesz-Nagy [26] p. 325-331.

(2) The definition and the relevant properties of the numerical range and spectrum
of an operator are given in the Appendix (where the results are dennmerated by A.1

A. ~ etc.).

della Scuola Pisa.
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Outline of results.
Let us first note that one always has

simply because 4 is an extension of Ao . This limits the arbitrariness of

particular since w (I) is convex (Appendix, Lemma A. 1 ). Under

the assumption of (2.6), (2.7) implies

10 Properties carrying over from A to T. Assume (2.1) and (2.6). For

the case where All = AY we prove that v ( T ) c v (1). If furthermore a (A) c

c ;(1) (this holds if merely one point in each component of the comple-
ment of ;(1) belongs to g (A )), then o (T) c v (2). For the case A# ~ AY we
have no results in this direction.

20 Properties carrying over from T to Z. Assume (2.1) and (2.6) and

let Ag be selfadjoint with 0. Let v (T) be contained in a closed

halfplane 7tT with the property : the closed halfline (Re Im 

is either exterior or part of the boundary of nT. Then v (A) is contained

in a certain closed halfplane ng parallel to that nx contains the

halfline (Re A &#x3E; m ( A) , Im 1 = 01, by (2.8)). Here, if the boundary of aT in-
tersects the positive real axis, then the same holds for the boundary of’ 1l1;
if the boundary of 1’lT contains 0, then so does the boundary of 7t 1 .

If both v ( T ) and a ( T ) are contained i n then also (J (1) is conta-

ined in ni.
The above results can be combined to obtain results about angles and

more complicated convex figures.

. 

10 Properties carrying over from A to T.

We here make the basic assumption :

PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume (2.9). If there exist A E (t, c &#x3E; 0, such that
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then

PROOF: By Theorem 1.2, the general element of D (Â) is

Here Therefore for u E D (I)

Since v E D (Ao) and R (Ao) 1 Z (A1), this can be written as :

Now assume that for c ~ 0, (2.10) holds, i.e.,

Then

for all By Lemma 2.2
we can, four fixed f, z, choose v such that uy) is arbitrarily small (with

This implies that in fact

pression

would equal 0 for some This contradicts (2.12) ; therefore (f, z) = 0
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Recall ( T ) _ ~ ; we have then proved that
Then

THEOREM 2.4. Assume (2.9). If not all of G, then Yc W, and

m - ,,. -

PROOF : Let v (A) + G, then also v (A) + G, since v (A) is convex (it
is in fact contained in a halfplane). Now 1 E (5i) if and only satis-

fies (2.10) with positive c (c can be chosen as dist (A, v {A)}). Then Propo-
sition 2.1 shows and that (A) implies (~.~ 1), i.e., 

COROLLARY 2.4. Assume (2.9). It’ for some -

COROLLARY 2.5. Assume (2.9), and let Vc W. If ’In 1.’) = - oo for

If x is a subset of ~, we denote the conjugate set

2.5. Assutne (2.9). Let v (A) t .t, and let x be a component

- 

PROOF : By proposition
A and Ã- we obtain

Applying Theorem 2.4 to
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Thus V = W. Moreover, since x a and it follows that

n C and x’ c (T8). Applying Lemma A.3 to the operators ~’ and
T’~, we then obtain

COROLLARY 2.6. Assume (2.9). If for some

maximal lower bounded, then 80 is eiO T, and m T) &#x3E;t m 2)..
For applications of this corollary, note that a closed operators 8 is

maximal nonnegative [maximal positive] if and only if it is nonnegative
[positive] and maximal lower bounded (Corollary A.4).

From Theorem 2.5 we deduce the following results, which for the adjo-
int is particularly informative in the case where y (A) is not a halfplane:

THMORMM 2.6. Assume (2.9). Let y(A)=~(~ and let 

holds if inerely one point in each component of GBy (1) is in Lo (A)). Then

- .v - n. rv

Here C - (1)’ i8 a coinponent o f dBv (1-), and if ;(1) is not equal to a

1l¡alfplane, then in fact 
~

PROOF: By application of Theorem 2.5 to each component of

The last statement follows from Proposition A.3 and Corollary A.3.

21 Properties carrying over from T to A.
In this section we assume:

(2.14) (2.1) and (2.6) hold ; A # is selfadjoint with in (A#) &#x3E; 0 .

THEOREM 2.7. Assume (2.14). Let YC W, 
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PROOF : Let u E D E~)B~0;. Then, by Lemma 2.1

It follows immediately that

Let us now assume uc =~= 0. In the case m (eie T) ~ 0, we obtain from
~2.16) .

where t = I-I. Since the function f (t) = -~- b) (t -~- 1 )-2 , a &#x3E; 0,
b ~ 0, defined for t &#x3E; 0, obtains its minimum at with 
= ab (a + b)-I, we find that

In the case 0 &#x3E; 1J~ (eie T) &#x3E; - cos 9 we proceed a little differen-

tly. Here,

Otherwise,

since the denumerator is negative. The function

defined for obtains its minimum at
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t = - ba-1 with g (- ba-1) = ab (a + b)-l . Thus we also here get

Since ab (a -t- c a when b &#x3E; - a, and ab (a -~- b)-1  0 when

0 &#x3E; b &#x3E; - a, a comparison of (2.11), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) gives that

which proves the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.7. Assumptions of Theorem 2.7. If’ tit T) is &#x3E; 0, &#x3E; 0

or &#x3E; - cos 0 then tit (eie ;i) is &#x3E; 0, &#x3E; 0 or &#x3E; - oo, respectively.

REMARK 2.3. Theorem 2.7 extends a result by Birman [7], proved under
the assumptions that Ap = T is selfadjoint, 0 = 0.

REMARK 2.4. For a geometric interpretation of Theorem 2.7, note that

means is contained in the

closed halfplane ns whose boundary intersects the real axis at the point

cos-1 9 tn(ei9 8) under the angle 2 - 8 ; 1(8 contains large positive real
2

points. When tn (eid 8) &#x3E; - cos 0 m (AB), the point - tit (Ap) is exterior to ns .
The result for the case 0 = - is rather trivial, and it does not use- 

2

positivity of 

THBOREM 2.8. Assume (2.1) and Ap selfadjoint. Let V c Wand let

PROOF: Equation (2.5) in Lemma 2.1 shows that 111 A) ~ 0. if and

only if ~~a.(ese T ) ~ 0. Moreover, it follows from (2.7) that for

all T; this completes the proof.

We will now use the connection between the spectrum and the nume-
rical range.
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THEOREM: 2.9. Assume (2.14). Let

ei’9 T is maximal lower bounded with m T) &#x3E; - cos 9 then eie A is

maximal lower bounded (the lower bound estimated by (2.15)).

PROOF: If Bi8 T is maximal lower bounded, then eie T - yn (eie T) is ma-
ximal nonnegative, by Proposition A.4 in the appendix. Then also the ad-
joint c-iO T- - m (Bi8 T) is nonnegative, by Corollary A.5. When m ( eie T) &#x3E; -
cos 9 we can apply Theorem 2.7 to BiB T and e-iB T* to obtain that

eie A and are lower bounded. Then an application of Corollary A.5

gives that eiB A is in fact maximal lower bounded. B

Application of a similar technique to Theorem 2.8 gives

THEOREM 2.10. Assume (2.1 ) and AB selfadjoint. Let V = Wand let
a a ^-

9 = 2 or - 27/2. Then ese T is maximal nonnegati.ve if and only if ei’9 Ã is
2 2 ..

maximal nonnegative.
Finally, we note that Theorem 2.7 - 2.10 can be employed to give re-

sultis about angles and other convex sets, e. g.,

COROLLARY 2.8. Let a denote a closed angle which is the intersection of’
two closed halfplane8 for which the halfaxig (Re A In (A#), Im A = U~ is

exterior or part of the boundary. If v (T) is contained in a, and one point of
t "0153 is (T), then v (.X) and o (a) are contained in an angle obtained

from a by parallel.translation. Here, if’ both boundary lines are not parallel
to the real axis, 0 Q 0153 implies 0 Ea1 in general 0 E interior of’ 0153 implies 0 E
interior of exi .

More general convex sets can be treated by computations on the for-
mula (2.15).

II § 3. A d iscussion of the non-closed operators.

Tbe characterization of operators A. E mZ in terms of operators T
between the nulls paces of Ai and Ai given in § 1 is limited to closed

A E c)K ; in the following we will show how far it can be extended to in-

clude non-closed operators.

Let A be a closed operator E and let A E with A = A. A cor-
responds by Corollary 1.1 to an operator T : V -~ ~ , closed densely defined,

where Note that one also has V =
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ce pr~ is continuous from D (At) to Z (At) in the graphtopology.
Theorem 1.2 states that .

now D (1) is a certain dense subset of this set. The exact possibilities for
D (A) are given in the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.1. Let is closed and corresponds

PROOF : Since Ao c:.1 c A, D (A) is certainly of the form (3.1) for
..

some subspace Fe D (T ) X (Z (.A1) vQ W ). Then by tbe isomorphism in

Theorem 1.2, D (A) is dense in D (A) if and only if , F X D (Ao) is dense

in D (T) X (Z (Ai) IV) X D (Ao), i. e., if and only if F is dense in D (’1’) X
x (Z (Aa (v) W ) (graphtopologies).

The remaining discussion will be divided into two cases, according
to whether Z (Ai) (v) W equals (0) or not.

When W = Z (Aí), i. e., pr~, D (A*‘) = Z(Ai), then it follows from Lemma
3.1 that the set F mentioned there is of the form F = D X (0), where D

is a dense subset of D (T) (graphtopology). I)enote the restriction of T to
D by T (so that D = D (T)), then Lemma 3.1 shows that

or, equivalently, using Lemma 1.4 ;

""

Note that T = T.
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We have then shown that when prc, D (A*‘) = Z (AD, then there exists
a closable operator T : such that 2[ is determined by one

of the equivalent formulas (3.2) and (3.3).
Conversely, when a closable operator T: is given, the

operator 2’ E CYfl defined by (3.2) or (3.3) satis6es prc, D (18) = Z (Ai) : :-
Let the closable operator T : be given, and define A by

(3.2). It now follows by Theorem 1.2 that A is determined by

Moreover, A corresponds to 1’ : in the sense of Corollary 1.1,

with V = D (T) (closure in H). Then, by Theorem 1.1, (A)*‘ corresponds to

(T)* : Z (A’) -+ V, which shows that j
Altogether we have proved

THEOREM 3.1. An operator .1 E c)g (closed or not) satisfies
= Z(Al) if’ and only if’ there exists a c t o s a b l e operator T : Z

such that

A and T determine each other by (3.4).
", ~ - 

,

When A corresponds to T in this way, A corresponds to T : 

i n the sense of Corollary 1.1, with TT = D ( T ).

REMARK 3.1. The correspondence between the for which

pr~· D (A*‘) = Z (Ai), and the closable operators T : Z (At) --~ 7,(A’), given in

the above theorem, ie easily seen to be inclusion preserving.
20 W =4= Z 

We saw that when pr~. 1) (A’*) == Z (Ai), then A can be characterized

by an operator 1’: This is not always the case when

. , pr D (A*) is not dense in Z (Ai). The set F mentioned in Lemma 3.1 is

now a dense subset of D tV) W ). There are three possibilities : 1)- 

_ ..

,F may be of the form D (T) X (Z ( A; ) cv) W ), where Z’ = T ; 2) F may be
-",....,. -

of the form where T=’I’ and W (but W);- -

or 3) F may not even be the product of a subspace of 1) (T) and a sub-

space of Z (A1) (~) W.
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1) In the first case, it is easily seen that A is characterized by
T, TV, by the formula

and conversely, (3.5) determines T when A is known. Here A = .A and
- """

T = T; so we get the theorem

THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a closed subspace of Z (At), W a closed aub-

space of Z (Ai), and T : V -+ W a ctosabte, densely defined operator. Then

T : Y ---~ W corresponds to an operator A E C)K by

-

and T : V -.&#x3E; W corresponds to sense Corollary 1.1.

2) In the second case, 71 cannot be deseribed solely by ’1’ and W ;
information about which part of Z (Ai) t~) W that is used is also required.
Therefore there is not a 1- 1 correspondence between operators A and T
as in the previous theorems. 

,

3) The third case contains the remaining types of operators. We will
not discuss these further, except that we will mention an important example :

Let T be a non-closable operator with D (T) c Z (Al), B (T) c Z (Ai).
Define the operator A E 9N by

It follows from Theorem 3.1 that is not dense in 

Thus A corresponds to an operator Ti : D (T) - W, where W ~ Z (Aí). One
can show that Tt is an extension of prw o T, and that F (for A) consists

of the pairs [z, Tz - where z E D (T) ; thus is obviously not a product
space of a subspace of D (Ti) and a subspace of Z (A;) c~ ~ W.

(One has in this case that corresponds to T(*) : W --&#x3E; D (T’ ), where
IV N

1’(1#) is the adjoint of T : and W = D (T (*). Then A = A*‘*‘
corresponds to D ( T ) --~ W, where Z’1 is the adjoint of

T(*) : Further details are given in [15]). _
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CHA.P’1’ER III. - GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

§ 1. The operators P an d M.

Let A, A’, B, B’, C, C’, denote the differential, resp. bonndary differen-
tial, operators introduced in Chapter I. Throughout this chapter we will
assume :

Basic Both of the systems (A, B) and I A’, B’l satisfy the

hypotheses (C~) and (cM).
Then the operators A 0 , Ao , Aí Ao and A* = A’ , defined in Chap-

ter I, satisfy the hypotheses of Chapter II § 1. With the notations used

there, 9k is the set of realizations of A, and crtl’ is the set of realizations

of A’. Recall that A~ satisfies

and Åp satisfies

A# and A~ are adjoints (Corollary I 3.1).
In the present chapter we will translate the 1 - 1 correspondence bet-

ween operators A E 9N and operators T between the nullspaces of A ~ and .Ai , I
given in Chapter II, into a characterization of the realizations of A in terms
of boundary value problems. The fundamental property of our set up that
makes this possible is that the boundary operator B maps isomor-

phically onto the space of distributions on the boundary
More generally, one has: ,

PROPOSITION 1.1. B [B’] maps Zd (D) [Z", (S2;] isomorphically onto

for all I real 8.

PROOF : The proof is a straightforward application of the results of

Lions and Magenes quoted in Chapter I.

By Theorem I 3.3 (i) the mapping (A, Bi is an isomorphism of

finition I 3.1) onto then the inverse of (A, B) maps
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isomorphically onto a closed subs pace of VA (Q). This

space is exactly (u E D"A (Q) = 0) with the topology of DsA (Q); by 1)e-

finition I 3.1 it is equal to the space Zd (SZ). It follows that B maps Zd (D)

isomorphically onto

By Theorem I 3.3 (ii), I A, B) maps H8 (S~) isomorphically onto

isomorphically onto

provided with the topology of H8 (0). This

space is exactly zl (12) (Definition I 3.1). It follows that B maps Z’A (Q)

isomorphically onto
The analogous arguments can be applied to B’.

continuous I y into

PROOF: Follows immediately from Theorem I 3.2.

The results in Chapter II were derived from a rewriting of

where and are decomposed according to Lemma II 1.1.

We would like to have a formula analogous to (1.3), but with boundary
terms appearing on the right. As noted in Remark I 3.3, Greens formula

cannot in general be extended to hold for all pairs [u, v] E D (AI) X D (AD.
Ilowever, it is possible to get around this difficulty by introducing certain
non-local boundary operators M and M’, related to B, C, B’ and C’, to

take the place of C and C’ in (1.4).
11{ and will be introduced in connection with certain operators P

and P’, acting in the boundary.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let 8 E ’IR.
.. ,

wite)-e it is tjie solution in
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Similarly, let
= C’ v, where v is the solution in (Q) of’ B’ v = y.

For each real s, this definition makes sense because of Proposition 1.1.
and Lemma 1.1. Moreover, it easily seen that if s’~ s, then the definition
for .s is an extension of the definition for .s’ (cf. Remark I 2.1). In this

way, P is defined as an operator in (1’))"’ .
~’ is an m x m matrix of operators Pkl ; k, 1 = 1, ... , in CJ)’(r), which

are in general non-local (i.e., the support of I)kl ~ need not be contained in
the support of g~). If .~ is the halfspace ... , I Xit &#x3E; 0) and A, B and
C have constant coefficients, the P1cl are singular integral operators. (This
case of unbounded Q can be included in the above procedures.) This makes
it plausible that P in general is a pseudo-differential operator in F, in the
sense of Kohn-Nirenberg [21] and Hormander [19] (the theories extended

to the manifold r). We will not go further into this here.
P has the order-property :

THEOREM 1.1. For all real s, P 1napS continuosly into

continuousty into

PROOF : The statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1
and Lemma 1.1.

More properties of P and P’ are given in § 5. In the rest of this § we

actually only use the definition and continuity of 7’ and P’ for s = t), , i.e.,

We will now introduce the boundary operator M, defined on l~ (~1) =
= D~ (Q). This can be done in several equivalent ways ; we begin with one
that uses P explicitly.

DEFINITION 1.2. For any u E l~ (~11), defined as

Sirnilarly, f’or v E D (AD, M’v is defined as

Since the mappings
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everywhere defined and continuous, M clearly maps D (Ai) continuosly into

However, a closer look reveals that the range of M is contained in the

space of functions ; and that in fact M maps conti-.

nuosty onto . This is mentioned in the following theorem,
which is a compilation of the relevant properties of’ M.

THEOREM 1.2.

(i) The j’ollowing three definitions of are equivaleitt :

c) Let then M1l is the unique of
which 

’

(ii ) 1~{ ntaps D continuously onto M

coincides zrith C, and maps 1) continuously onto
topologies on D (A 1 ) and D (A p).)

can be defined si1nilarly, and has analo-

gous to those in particular it maps continuozcsly onto IIH
The following « » holds f’or all pairs u E D (At), v E

(v) Define the realizations AM and AM, by :

Then AM and AM, are 
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PROOF :

as in Lemma II 1.1.

Since Bufi = 0 (see (1.1)), Cu - PBu = CUp + which

equals Cup by the definition of P. Thus a) and b) are equivalent definitions
of M.

Now, if 

since up E (Q) (see (1.1)), so that we can apply (xreen’s formula I (3.~i)
with 8 = 2m ;

This shows that if 1P = then

However, since B’ maps isomorphically onto equa-

tion (1 8) determines a unique element for eacli

This implies that b) and c) are equivalent definitions of .ill.

(ii) We will use definition b), recalling that is a closed sub.

space of H2tn (D) (see (1.1) or Corollary I 3.1) Since the mapping is

continuous from D (At) onto D and 0 is continuous from H2m (!J) into
maps D continuously into

Also by b), Mu = Cu when u E D (A~) and therefore ilf maps D (A~) conti-

nuously into That this last mapping is surjective follows

from Proposition I 2.1 : for given there exists
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Conversely, let M E D (Ai) with Mit = 0. Then, by c), (Au, v) = 0 for all
i. e., Since Z (Ai)1= R (rio) (as noted in II (1.6)),

Au E R (Ao). Then u = uo + Ui where uo E D (Ao), ui E Z (A,).
(iv) M’ has analogous properties to those of M.

Let Then

since = 0, = 0. 

(v) Let AM and AM, be defined by (1.6) and (1.7). For 

v E D (AM,) one has by (iv) :

so and AJI’ · are contained in each others adjoints. Recall that 
implies (A~)~ E ~YjZ’, and A~ · E ~Z’ implies 
then this means that u E D (At) and

Since Z (At) c -1) (A.6,) (by (iii)), one has in particula,r:

whence, by definition c), illu = 0. Thus u E D (A~), which completes the

proof that = (A~.)’~ . The proof that .4~ === (A~)*‘ is analogous.

REMARK 1.1. Note that the operator AM defined in Theorem 1.2 (v) is

an example of a realization of’ A determined by a non-local boundary con-

dition ; moreover its domain is not in Hs (Q) for any s &#x3E; 0, since it contains
(by (iii)).

PROPOSITION 1.2. The set of equation

has a solution u E D (Ai) ,f’or any pair
fl’llo solution is unique I) (A«).

x dunah delta Scuola No)-in Pi8a
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PROOF : I Let be given. If

is a solution of (1.9) then

and conversely, if u = v + z where v E D (A~), z E and

then u is a solution of (1.9).
Since D (Ao) c D and Z (At) n D = to), it follows from Theorem

. 1 .

].1 (ii), (iii), that M maps D onto (,,,) with kernel D (Ao).
Thus (1.11) has a solution v E D (All), unique modulo D (Ao). By Proposition
1.1, (1.10) has a unique solution z E Z (Ai). It follows that (1.9) has a solu-

tion u E D (Ai), unique modulo D (Ao).

COROLLARY 1.2. The set of equations

has a solution &#x3E;

PROOF : i If u E D is a solution of (1.12), then

Conversely, if then a solution of

exists according to Proposition 1.2; this u also satifies (1.12).
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III § 2. Fundamental results.

Let V be a closed subspace of Z (A,), and W a closed subspace of

It was proved in Proposition 1.1 that B maps isomorphically

onto consequently B maps V isomorphically onto a closed

-m --

subspace X of’ 2 (F). Denote the strong antidual of X by X’. Since
X is a Hilbert space, the strong antidual of X’ is X ; moreover, a norm

in X together with the duality leads to an identification of X with X’.

However, we will avoid to make use of this identification since it requires
a specific norm in X, cf. Remark 2.1 below.

2013 1 1
Since X c (F), every element (p E (r ) defines a uni-

que element ~1 E X’ by

1 

1

(/), is the restriction of 99, considered as a functional on (I’), to

the subspace X. To describe the connection between 99 and p, we will
either use (2.1 ) or simply say that

we can deduce an isomorphism .~’ of V onto X’ by the for-

mula

Simi larly, let B’1V = Y (closed subspace ot’ HH -2tn+.u. ’2 + ~ (r»), then B’

gives rise to an isomorphism F of’ lV onto Y’ by

Now if’ T is a linear operator with domain in V and range in W, then T
defines an Y’ by

V’e prefer to write the definition of L in the following equivalent foi-iii :
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DEFININlON 2.1a. Let Yc Wc Z (Aí), closed subspaces, and let

T be an operator zcith D (T) c V, R (T) c Denote B V = X and B’ W = :r".

Then T : V -+ W gives rise to the X -+ Y’ de fined by

Similarly :

I)F,FINITION 2.1b. Let V, W, X, Y be as in Definition 2.1a, and let T,
be an operator witlz D (T1)c: W, R (T1)c V. Then 1..’1: W --~ 17 gives rise to

the Y --~ X’ defined by

REMARK 2.1. Note that the definitions are independent of any parti-
cular norms in X and Y. We have aimed at this for the following reason : In

m. + I ?,Lj -Ithe consideration of the space 2 (h ) and its strong 2 (F),
the duality, i.e., the sesquilinear form

is given as an extension of the L--inner product in (9D (RTith respect
to the surface measure on ~’’), whereas there is an arbitrary choice het«Teen

equivalent norma in HH’AI + 2 (1’), for instance corresponding to /different
systems of local coordinates. Therefore, results that do not depend on the
choice of a particular norm in the spaces H* (]’) (s ~ 0), are in general the
most useful ones.

I

LEMMA 2.1. Definition 2.la e8tablishes a 1 - I correspondence 
all linear operators ’1’: Y -~ ~ Z (A,), Z (A;), closed s1tbspa1c6s), and

all linear operators
8ed subspaces).

clo-

Similiarly, Definiton 2.1 b establishes a 1 - 1 correspondence betlveen all

linear operators ~’1 : W -+ V (V and IV as above) und all linear operators
and Y a-s above).
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PROOF: See Remark 2.2 below. 
,

REMARK 2.2. Consideration of the isomorphisms B : V --~ X, .E : V -~

--~ X’, B’: ~ -~ Y and F : w --~ Y’, shows Lemma 2.1, and moreover shows
the fact that (loosely speaking) the correspondences in Lemma 2.1 preserve
all those properties of the operators that can be expressed independently

of particular norms in and ( 1’ (cf. Remark 2.1.
Since the proof for each property, we shall need to consider, is immediate,
we will not state this fact explicitly in a theorem.

If L : X -.~ Y’ is densely defined, we define the adjoint L. as an ope-
rator Y to X’ by : L- is the operator with largest domain satisfying

(Here we use the notation

()ne has :

LEMMA 2.2. Let T : V - W be densely defined, so that T’~ : W-+ V exists.
If T: V -+ W to L : X -+ Y’ by Definition 2.1a~, then T* : W --~ V

corresponds to L * : Y -+ X’ by Definition 2.1b.
The proof is easy and will be omitted. We further note :

LEMMA 2.3.

(i) When u E I) (Ai) , Bu = In particular, if 1 E then

(i i) Let T : V - W correspond to L : X -&#x3E; Y’ a8 in Definition 2.1a.

l

(i) When tt E 1) u = u# + u, where ufl E n (Ap), UC E Z (Ai ). By the
definition ot’ Aq, Bu~ = o ; thus Bu = Bzc4 .

(ii) Let T : V - V correspond to L : if -* Y’ as in I)efinition 2.1a,
and let Then u, E J) (I’) if and only if BUt: E D (L). The statement
follows from the fact that --. B2c.

2.4. Let T : V --~ ~’ L : I x -~ Y’ a8 Dejini.
tion 2.1 a. Then the tico sets I)i and [)2 are identical:
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P iioof : Let with Since this is equivalent with

u E D (At), Bu E D (L), by Lemma 2.3, it is enough to prove that (Au)w = Tuc
if and only if Mu = LBu on Y (in the terminology introduced in (2.1)-(2.2)).

Let u satisfy (Au)w = Tu~ or, equivalently,

Since by the definition of

which equals
with

i 1

by Lemma 2.3 (i). Therefore, (2.3) is equivalent

Since B’ maps W isomorphically onto Y, (2.4) is equivalent with

i. e.,

This shows that u satisfies (Au)w = Tuc if and only if M’lt = LBu on Y.

With Lemma 2.1-2.4 we have the complete machinery to « translate »
the results of Chapter 11 § 1 and 3 into statements involving boundary
conditions. The proofs of the theorems below are quite straightforward, so
we will only indicate details in a few cases.

Corollary II 1.1 carries into :

THEOREM 2.1. There is a 1-1 correspondence between all closed 
tors A E c)k and all operators L : X--&#x3E; Y’ -gati8fying

_ _ i

(i) X is a closed subspace of 2 (F), Y is a closed s1tbspace of

(ii) .L is densely defined and ctosed ;
the correspondence being given by

In this correspondence,
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if 1 corresponds to L : X --~ Y’ -tn the above sense, then

A*‘ corresponds to L* : Y -+ X’ by

here

REMARK 2.3. As in Remark II 1.1 we note that for 2 we only need
_ Ito know L as an operator from (r) to Y’, since X = D (L) ;

however, X is important for the definition of L*, and the correspondence
with A*‘.

Noting that by Lemma 2.3 (for A* and B’) and the fact that B’ is an

isomorphism of Z (AD onto . is dense in Z (AD

if and only if B’D (1’-) is dense in .

Theorem II 3.1 the following theorem :
we obtain from

THEOREM 2.2. An operator Ã E em (closed or not) satisfles

if’ and o7aty it’ there exists a c t o s a b t e operator
I

such that

Á4 ltnd L each Qther by (2.7) ; tlae correspondence is inclusion pre-

-

When A corresponds to L in this way., .1 corresponds to L : X-+

in the sense o f 2.1, with X = the closure of’

Theorem II 3.2 is easily carried into

THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a closed subspace of’ Y a clo-

sitbspace o1’
I 
a closable, densety defined
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operator. Then L corresponds to an operator A by

- -
and L : X -&#x3E; Y’ corresponds to 1 in the sense of’ Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 enable us to include certain non-closed cases in

the following description of the correspondence between properties of A
and L. Note that the realizations considered in Theorem 2.2 are a subclass

of those considered in Theorem 2.3, namely those for which Y =

-Zrn+uj + 1-=== II H " (T’). We have stated Theorem 2.2 in preparation for the
discussion of (pure conditions * later in this §.

THEOREM 2.4. Let 2 correspond to L : Theorem 2.1 ot-

Theorem 2.3. Then 
’

-

Theorem II 1.3 is easily extended to the non-closed cases de-
scribed in Theorem II 3.2. Then Theorem II 1.3 implies the above state-

ments for the correspondence in Theorem 2.1 and 2.3.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let.1 correspond to L : X- Y’ as in Theorem 2.1

or 2.3. Then A and L have the same index ; 1 is a semi. Fredholtn operator
if and only if L is one, and A is a Fredholin operator if and only i~’ L
is one.

A complete translation of Theorem II 1.4 seems unnecessary here (it

requires a specific norm in I~ H :1 2 (l~’) an(l II H 1 2 (r), and leads
to a somewhat unnatural statement), however, ~~e will mention the conse-

quence of Corollary II 1.4 :
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THEOREM 2.5. the boundedness ol* Q). Let A correspond to L:X2013&#x3E; Y’
as in 2.1 or 2.3. If exists (or, equivalently, L-1 then

is compact t/ and only if conipact. 
’

PROOF: Since Q is bounded, the imbedding of into HO(92) is

compact, and therefore is compact. Thus a-’ and T-’ are simulta

neously compact, by Corollary II 1.4, so the same holds for and L-1.

REMARK 2.4. As mentioned in I § 11 the fundamental results can be

proved also in (sufficiently nice) cases where Q is unbounded. In that way
one would get a characterization of Fredholm operators also in such un-

bounded eases, even though Theorem 2.5 could not be extended.

Let us describe how some well known (local) boundary conditions fit

into our theory. (More detailed descriptions in [15]).
1) The boundary condition Bit = 0 determines the operator y

which corresponds to L : ~"2013~ Y’ with ~=== y== 10). =

= (0) and Y = = (A’) = (0).
2) The condition Ott = 0 is equivalent with Mti + PBu = 0 or Mu ==

= - PBu. Let A denote the realization determined by the boundary con

dition Ou = 0, then A is closed by Theorem 1. 3.2; and corresponds in the

sense of Theorem 2.1 to the operator L: Z7J?"~’~(r)-~77~r~"~"~(r)
defined by

3) The so.cal led « mixed conditions &#x3E;&#x3E;: Bit = 0 on r, , Cu = 0 on r2,
where (nontrivial disjoint and r2 are open snb.
sets of is an 1t - 2 dimensional C °° manifold), give rise to closed

operators 1, which correspond to L : X -~ Y’ with X and Y defined by

and L defined by
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(Here Pcp E Y’ is understood in the following way: When 

is defi ned for all Now

(cf. definition I ( 1. 2 ), negative s), so that

is dense in Y. We say that Pcp E Y’ if  is continuous on y E ((D (r2))m
with respect to the topology of Y. --~ Note that Y’ is the space of functions

In the lasb egample : .. and : .’

When the boundary condition states that Mu is a

function of Bu (not just coincident with LBu as functionals on a subspace

of I18 -2-+I&#x26;j+ 2 1 (1’)). Since Cu - Mu + PBu (Theorem 1.2 (i)), this also

means that Cu is a function of Bu, or,

for some operator .g in (~D’ (r))m .
The earlier studies of non-local boundary value problems [2], [4], [5],

[6], [12], [29]) have been concerned mainly with boundary conditions of the
type (2.8) ([29] does include other types that (2.8)); the term « non locals

referring to the fact that l~ is not required to be a differential operator.
We will therefore give this problem some special attention. Here we change
our point of view slightly, in that we will discuss all realizations 1 that

can be described by a boundary condition of the type (2.8); then we shaH

have to consider closed as well as non-closed il and we do not have a
correspondence A  &#x3E; L to start with. In the remainder of this § it is

described how such realizations fit into our theory. Some further results
will be given in § 6.

Since the ~c mixed problem &#x3E;&#x3E; described above in 3) is obviously not in
this class, we have chosen (for lack of better terminology) to call boun-

dary conditions of the type (2.8) « pure conditions ». More precisely :

DEFINITION 2.2. An will be said to represent a pure
condition if and only if Bu = 0 inmplies Cu = 0 when it E 1) (A).

Recalling that Mu = Cu - PBu for u E D (At), and M maps into

2 (r) (Theorem 1.2) one easily proves :
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LEMMA. 2.5. Let A E Cffl. The following statements are equivalent :
(i) .1 satisfies Definition 2.2 ;

I 1

(ii) there exists an operator
that

(iii) there exists an operator
such that

When A E 9£ satisfies (2.9) we say that X represents the pure condition
Cu = KBt¿; when X E 9N satisfies (2.10) we say that A represents the pure
condition Mu = LBu.

Let A satisfy Definition 2.2, and let K and L be operators for which

A satisfies (2.9) resp. (2.10). There is a fundamental difference between the

way in which 1 is related to 1~ and the way in which it is related to L.

Recall Proposition 1.2: the problem

has a solution u E D (..t 1) for all pairs [(p, ~] E
Therefore all of D (L) X R (L) can be reached by ( Bu, Mu~ when 
and consequently is not only A determined by L, but also L determined

by A in (2.10).
Considering (2.9), we recall Corollary 1.2: the problem

has a solution it E D for if and

and then u is a solution of
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This shows that whereas K determines A by (2.9), only the part of 

for which P~ E (h), enters in the definition of 2 ; outside
of this K may be arbitrarily chosen. Moreover, we see that the connection
between IT and L i s exactly : .

Altogether, we have found

PROPOSITION 2.1.

(i) There is a 1 - 1 correspondence between all x satisfying 
2.2 and all operato)-8 L : the 

dence being given by (2.10). In this correspondence,

(ii) A satisfies (2.9) f’or an ojJerato1. h’ : 11 H

if and only if A satiRfies (2.10) for the operator

We can now restrict the attention to the connection between A and L.

The question to consider is how the properties of A and L are related, or
rather: To what extent can our previous theory be applied ? It turns out
that there are two radically different possibilities, according to whether

I 1

is or not. When L is closable,
we are in the case described by Theorem 2.2 ; one then has that A repre-

. sents the pure condition Mu = and the whole theory about corresl)ou-
dences between properties of A and L can be applied ( with D (L) as the
domain apace for L, strictly speaking). When L is not closable, an accurate

use of Theorem 2.2 will show that A does not represent a pure condition

even though A does, so that the operator Li : X, -+ Y1’ to which A cor-
responds by Theorem 2.1 is not an extension of L ; a rather pathological
situation. A criterion for A determining which case we are in, is whether
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is dense in or not. The precise result is given
in the following :

THEOREM 2.6. Let a E Cfn. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) A 1.epresents a pure condition
’~’ 

1

(ii) A rep1’6sents a pui-e condition ;

In the affirmative case, A the pure condition Mu = LBzc 

L is the operator appearing in (i f.

PROOF : The proof uses Theorem 2.2. In fact, the eq ui valence of’ (i )
and (iii) is a Inere restatement of the first part of Theorem 2.2. It is also

seen from Theorem 2.2, that (i) implies (ii), and that ~1 represents the pure
condition = LBu if (i) holds. Finally, since A* = (A)*, Theorem 2..1,

applied to 1 shows that (ii) implies (iii).

As a corollary one gets a description of the pathological case :

COROLLARY 2.6. lvhen A is determined by a pure condition Mu = LR11

10ith L: II not closable then i to

PROOF: None of the statements (i) - (iii) of Theorem 2.6 hold in this

case. Let /1 correspond to .-~ Yi’ by Theorem 2.1. Then since .4-= 7í-, I

Concerning X1 we first note that D (L1) = (Theorem 2.1 ) and I) ( L) =

(Proposition 2.1 (i)) ; now the closures of and B h (A) in
I

are equal since B is continuous from D (At) with the graph-

topology onto Thus Since .
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The next corollaries are easily shown.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be a closed operator E Then A represents a

conalition if and only if B’ 1) (A*) is dense in

COROLLARY 2.8. Let T E C)k represent the pure condition Mzc = LBu.

Then Ã is closed if and only if L is clo8ed.

About the adjoint one has :

THEROEM 2.7. Let A represent the pure condition Mu = LBu (L closable
or not). Then Ã. represents a pure 

I 

condition (with obvious notation) if and
_ 

1 
_

only zf’ D (L) is dense in 11 H -Mi- 2 (lr’), i. e., if and only if BJ) (A) is dense

In the affirmative case, Ã- represents the pure condition Jf’u = L*B’ it.

PROOF: Applying the m’-analogne of Corollary 2.7 to .1- (which is

closed) we see that Ã. represents a pure condition if and only if BI) (A..) =
- 

_ 

, 
-

is dense in II H (T) When L is closable, BD (A) =D(L)

by Theorem 2.6, so BD (A) = D (L) ; when L is not closable, 
where D (~1) = D (L) by Corollary 2.6, so that also here B 1) (A)= I) (L)
This proves the first part of the theorem.

The second part follows, when L is closable, from L* = L*; in the

nonclosable case it can be deduced from the last statement in I i § 3.

III § 3. Regularity. 

This § is concerned with the question of regularity, i. e., the smooth
ness properties of the solutions of the various boundary value problems.

’" 8-1n.--

We here consider inclusions D (A) and 

show how these correspond to each other when 0 c s c 2m. For 8 &#x3E; 2111

one never has D (A) c H" (0), since 1) (Ao) = Ho2m (92) ; here we just
_ m -_1i _

see what D (.L) c: (.I’) implies for A. Other types of regularity re-

sults (e. g., concerning the property Au E Hs (S~) &#x3E; 11 E 11 ~’+t (D), val’Yi]) 9 -v
and t) will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
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We distinguish between two types of inclusions, exemplified as fol-

lows :

Let F be an operator from to a Hilbert space K, and let

s &#x3E; 0. Then D (F) (algebraically) means that h (F) is a subset of

and D (I’) c H8 (S~) (algebraically and topologically) means that fur-
thermore the inclusion mapping is continuous, when .~ (14’ ) is provided with
the graph-topology; i. e.,

For an operator L : X --~ Y’ (X a closed subspace of II 2 (r)) the

graph topology on D (L) is of’ course determined by a norm ~ IL =
1

here one is interested in inclusions

THEOREM 3.1. Let A correspond to L as in Theot-em 2.1-3 or Propo-
position 2.1 (i).

PROOF : We observe first by inspection of Theorem 2.1-3 and Propo
sition 2.1 (i), that in all cases one has

Now let it E D (A1) , and consider the decomposition u = up + u~ with

For we note that thus if an(
1

only if 11:: E R’ (s2) n Z (A 1) = i. e., if and only if E II H J 2 (r)
(Proposition 1.1 ). Since it follows that if and only if

1

Bit E 11 H s-mj _2 (T) Then (i) follows by use of (3.1 ).
For s &#x3E; 2111 we have : Au E H8-2’~ (S,~) implies = Au E H8 (S~) (The-

orem I 3.3, B1tfi = 0). Then, for those u which have Au E (D), u E H S (,Q)
1

if and only if i. e., Bu E II This leads to (ii).
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Let F be a closable operator HO {S~) into a Hilbert

space K, and let N &#x3E; 0. Then 1) (F) c II (Q) (alg. and top.) if and only i,f
D (F) c (S~) (alg.).

PROOF. That 1) (F) c H (S~) (al g.. and top.) imllies ll (F) c H8 (D) is

obvious ; on the other hand, if’ D (F) c H ~ (Q) (alg.), the inclusion mapping
h (F) - no (Q) is continuous zritlc values in (S-2), thus continous into

HI (Q), by the closed graph theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let A correspond to L as in 2.1-3 (so L is as-

8unled closable).
(i ) Let 0 c .s Then 1) (ui) c (alg. and top.) i f and onl y if’

I 

1J (L) c II H 2 (T) (alg. and top.). 

(ii). Let s &#x3E; 2m. Then D (L) c H H J 2 (T ) (alg. and top.) implies
ju El) E c H8(Q) (alg. and top.), where 

1

is provided lvitlt the no)-tit ( ~ zc ~; -~- ~ 1.

PROOF : Since L is closable, corresponds to L.
If follows from Lemma I#.i that J) (Ã) c H (Q) (alg. and top.) if and

only if D (A) c H8 (D)(alg.); and that for s 2)it, ju E f) (A ) ~ Au E c

c (alg. and top.) if and only it’ C 1/:; (fj;

,alg.), using that the closure ot’ (u E D CA) Au E Hs-2m in the norm
1 -

( u 12 o + ( Au 12 -2,,, )2 equals (u E J) E ({J)}. The technique ot’ the

proof of’ Lemma 3.1 also gives that D (L) c II II 
.~-1ri -’ 2 (f’) (alg. and top.)

if and only if (/’) (alg.).

The theorem now follows by application ot’ T’heorem 3.1 to A and lL.

REMARK 3.1 Note that in the above theorems there are no other ex-

plicit assumptions on Y than the defining one : that I’ be a closed sub.

space of’ IIH 
:1 2 (r).

III § 4. The formally selfadjoint case.

When A is formally selfadjoint (i. e., A = A’), then Au = A~ 0 anti

Al = Ai. Moreover, the boundary operators B, B’, C and (),’ he 
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such that B = B’ and C = C’ ; then the operator Ap is selfadjoint. (Systems
IB, C) of this kind are called self-conjugate in Ercolano-Schechter [10]. The
index sets will satisfy = 2m - ’In; - 1, j = 0, ..., m - 1. We

refer to [10] J for a detailed description.)
In the present § we will add this assumption to the basic assumption

stated in § 1 :

Then the theory of I I § 2 can be applied. Note that we now have =

_mj 
1

= B’ Z(AD = II H _ mj’ 2 (1°). 
_

THEOREM 4.1 Assume (4.1).

Let X be any closed subspace of’ H 11 2 

i 

(r), and let L : ~~-~ X’ be

selfadjoint. 1.’lten the operator A E em defined by

is selfadjoint.
Conversely, any selfadjoint operator aec)k dejines a selfadjoint operator

L : X -+ X’ by (4.2) ; here X = BD (1).
’V N

A and L correspond uniquely to each other; D (L) = B-1) (A).
This theorem follows easily from Theorem II 2.1.

With our usual terminology, lea us assume in the rest of this § that

(4 ’1) A corresponds to L : ~.’ --~ Y’ as in Theorem 2.l.

()ne gets straight forwardly front Lelnma II 2.1 and Definition (III) 2.1 :

LEMMA 4.1. Assume (4.1) (4.3).
w

Let Vc Y. 7’he?t u, v E I) (A )

In pai-ticular
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Theorem II 2.3 and Corollary II 2.3 imply :

THEOREM 4.2. Assume (4.1) and (4.3).
~1 is symmetric if and only if’ X c Y and L is symmetric I

1 is 1naxi1nal symmetric if’ and only ij ~ -~.. Y and L is maxi-
mal symmetric.

For the remaining theorems we assume that Ao is positive, i. e.

Then there exist positive selfadjoint realizations, in particular the operator
AY determined by Friedrichs’ lemma, Lemma II 2.2. The justification for

calling Friedrichs’ extension Ay is that it is exactly the realization AR=y ,
say, which corresponds to B = B’ = y (« Dirichlet conditions »). We will

indicate a proof : 
- .

that apq (x) E (D (Q) one obtains by integration by parts

where a (u, v) is defined by

and N = ~ ~~’o, ... , is a normal system of boundary operators with C°°
coefficients and orders 2m - j - 1’ j = 0, ... , m - 1. (4.6) actually makes
sense for all then a (u, v) is a continuons syTmmetric sesquili-
near form on Hm (S~).

By extension by continuity (using Corollary I 2.1), (4.5) extends to

!~B ;

here y and N map (Q) continuously into
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Define the operator AB=Y by

by the regularity theorem mentioned in Chapter I (see Remark I 3.1 and

Corollary I 3.1) it is selfadjoint. Moreover, D (AB-y) c Ho (S~), for D (AB=Y) c
c H m (D) and y defined on Hm(D) extends y defined on 

(Remark I 2.1) ; we then use that (Theorem
I 2.1).

Now let u E D (AB=Y). Then since CJ) (.~) is dense in there exists

a sequence c CJJ (Q) c D (Ao) so that un -~ u in Hom(Q). In particular
(~). One also has, using (4.7)

since It (1t, v) is continuous on H’~ (,~). Thus u’~ - u) --~ U for

n -~ 00.

This shows that AB=y satisfies the conditions of Lemma II 2.2, thus

We will use the notation Note that Lemma II 2.2 implies that

The results of 11 § 2 are concerned with numerical ranges and spectra.
There is one complication in carrying this over to the correspondence bet-

ween A and L, that we would like to point out : -

Usually, the duality between ~ i and is gi-

ven, whereas the norm in is not specified (cf. Remark 2.1).

Therefore (if L : H H
well known, whereas is not, so the numerical range of L is

not independently defined. Also the identification of (7") with

its dual is not fixed, so that L does not have a well defined resolvent or

spectrum.
There are several ways of handling this.

_ , 

i .

10 We can fix the norm in 2 (T ). This can be done in many
ways ; particularly suitable for the given set up is the norm that one

obtains hy demanding that B: z(.A1)2013&#x3E;II II
mj 

2 I) be an 
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can then define the spectrum (and various parts of it) and the numerical

-Mi- 1 In-+I
range, using the identification between J 2(T) and HH 1 2 (r) de-
fined by the duality together with this particular norm. All the statements
of II § 2 carry over word for word. The results from this approach seem

somewhat artificial, not very easily applicable.
_mj 

1

2° If we notice that the particular norm in 2 (T) mentioned
in 10 can actually be described in terms of the norm in L2 (S2), we obtain

that the corresponding numerical range and lower bound can be defined in
terms of the norm in L2 (D) and the duality between Y and Y’ ;
let us therefore define (for L : X- Y’ with X c Y, closed subspaces of

1

Now, those spectral properties that are connected with the numerical

range and the concept of lower boundedness can still be treated if we

work only with vz(L) and 
30 Finally, it can be shown that positivity, nonnegativity and lower

boundedness, as well as the corresponding maximal concepts, can be defined
qualitatively, without reference to norm or numerical range. This will

lead to qualitative descriptions of the correspondence between spectral (and
numerical) properties of A and L. The properties that depend on specific
estimates are lost by this approach.

In the following we will develop the ideas mentioned in 2° and 3°,
thereby applying the major part of II § 2. However, one type of application
has been omitted; the application of perturbation theorems as in Theorenl

II 2.2 These obviously give rise to statements in the style of 10 above
however, one could also get a qualitative statement from Theorem II 2.2

(ii), with suitable definitions. Since this type of idea requires a thorough
treatment we have omitted it here.

be two equivalent hermitian norms in X. Then

and
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belong to the same o f the four Bets

PROOF : Follows easily from the fact that there exist positive con-

stants c’, c" so that

_ 
1 

,

DEFINITION 4.1. Let 2 (r) (clo8ed 8ub8paoeB) and let

L : .X --~ Y’. L will be said to be positive, nonnegative, lower bounded or un-
bounded below, according to whether

is &#x3E; 0, &#x3E; 0, &#x3E; - 00 or = - oo for all the equivalent norms in X.
The definition makes sense because of Lemma 4.2.

LEMMA 4.3. Let L : X -+ Y’ (X c Y ) correspond to T : V -+ IV as in

Definition 2.1a. Then L is positive, nonnegative, lower bounded or unbounded
beloic, if and only if T is positive, nonnegative, lower bounded or unbounded
below, respectively. (One has mz (L) = m (T).)

PROOF : Let ..~ be provided with the norm defined by Bz Ix 
then the statement follows immediately from C LBx, Bz &#x3E; = (Tz, z).

DEFINITION 4.2. Assumiptiong of Definition 4.1, with X= Y. L : X - Y’
ivill be said to be maximal positive/maximal nonnegative/maximal lower boun-
ded, if it as positive/nonnegative/lower bounded, and has no proper positive/non-
negativellotoer bounded extension (respectively).

LEMMA 4.4. 1.Jet L : X -+ X’ I correspond to 1’: V - V as in Definition
2.1a. Then L is maximal positive/maximal nonnegative/maximat lower bounded,
if and only i~’ T is maximal l positive/maximal 1 nonnegative/maximal lower

bounded (i-espectirely).

PROOF. The lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.3, Definition

4.2 and Definition A.2 (Appendix).

For the case where L is closed, densely defined, Definition 4.2 can

now be replaced by a more useful description.

PROPOSITION. 4.1. Let L : X -+ X’ be closed. Then L is maximal posi-
tive nonnegative] if and only if L is lotve1’ bounded and

positive (nonnegative].
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PROOF : By Corollary A.4 the statement holds with L : X --~ X’ repla-
cecl by T : Y --~ V. Then Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 imply that it holds for L.

We also mention the consequence of Corollary A.5 :

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let L : X -+ X’ be closed. Then L is maximal pogi-
tivelinaximat nonnegative/maximal lower bounded, if’ and only if L is densely
defined and Land L* are both po8itivelnonnegativellower bounded (respectively).

The application of these ideas to the results of 11 § 2 is now quite
straightforward, so we will list the theorems without proofs. Recall II (2.7) :
v D v (Ao).

From A to L :

THEOREM 4.3. Assume (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), and assume that Ap = Ay .
(i) If ,,(1) =1= d, then X c Y and v. (L) c ;(1’).
(ii) If for then X c Y and

L is lower bounded with

is maximal lower bounded, then

X = Y and eie L is maximal lower bounded with , &#x3E;

Glualitative statements :

THEOREM 4.4. Assumptions nf’ Theorent 4.3.

If’ one of the following propertie8 holds for

eie XI then it holds for ei’9 L : positivity, nonnegativity, lower boundedness, and
the corresponding maximal concepts.

If’ for L is unbounded belotv,

then so is ei8 A. If e’e L is unbounded belozu for all

From L to A :

THEOREM 4.5. Assume (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), and that satisfies

ei8 L is lozcer bounded 1vith

mz(eiB L) ~ - cos 9 m(Ap), then eie A ÙI bounded icith
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L is maximat lower bounded

with mZ (eie L) &#x3E; - cos 9 m(Ag) then ei8 1 is maximal lower bounded, the

lower bound estimated by (4.10).

tlualitative statements :

THEOREM 4.6. Assumptions of Theorem 4

X c Y and ei8 L is nonnegative [positive], then ei8.1 is nonnegative ( positive) ;
i if fitrthermore X = Y and e’8 L is maximal nonnegative [positive], then

eie A is maximal nonnegative [ positzveJ..

THEOREM 4.7. Assume (4.1) and (4.3).

(i) let 0 = 27/2 or - ’27/2 . Then L is nonnegative if
2 2

and only if eie A is nonnegative (and then m (ei’9 A) = 0).

(ii) Let V = Wand let 0 - or - 27 . Then e’e L is maximal non-
2 2

negative if and only if ei8 A is maximal nonnegative.

As mentioned in 11 § 2 one can by counbination obtain theorems about
angles and other convex sets. Example :

COROLLARY 4.5. Assumptions of Theorem 4.5. Let X = Y. 2

, ©i C 92 27/2 , and Land L are maximal nonnegative, then a ( A)
2 ’

(11) are contained in the angle

The formula (4.10) can be employed to give results about more general
convex sets, using 

III § 5. Additional properties of’ P.

The operator P was defined in § 2 as : the inverse of B : Zl (Q) 2013&#x3E;
1 

_ _ 

1

followed by C : It was shown

how 1&#x3E; is defined consistently in this way for all real R, and that P maps
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continuously into for all real s. P’ was de-

fined analogously from A’, B’ and
’ 

maps conti-

nuously into J
In this § we will derive some additional properties of P and P’.

THEOREM 5.Z. For each real 8, define P, as the re8triction of’ P with

domain and define P,’ as the restriction of’ P’ with domain

PROOF : Let It follows from Proposition 1.1 that the

equations Bu = ~, B’ v = 1p have unique solutions 1£ E and~ v E Zd~ (S~).
Then

Since (D (r) is dense in Ht (r), all real t, the statement now follows

by extension by continuity (recall that the duality between ~nd
H-t (h) is an extension of the L2-inner product between functions in (D (h),
as described in Chapter I).

Next we will show how, under certain additional assumptions on our

given differential operators A, A’, B, B’, C, C’, the operators P and P’ have
an (ellipticity &#x3E;&#x3E;-property (or regularity-property). Here we can either assume
that ~A, C) and (A’, C’) have the same nice properties ((6) and (cM) of

Chapter I) as (A, B) and ~A’, B’I, so that the roles of Band C (or of B’

and C’) can be interchanged, and P and P’ are simply invertible. Or we

can make use of the boundedness of Q and r, which has not played an

essential part up to this point (the fundamental theory does not use com-

pactness arguments), and use certain results of Lions-Magenes [24] VI,
requiring only that 0 covers A (i. e , ~A, C ~ I satisfies (e)).
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The first result is easily described :

THEOREM 5.2. in addition to the bccsic assumption that

and A’, O’l # satisfy the hypotheses (e) and (’Y). Then P maps.

isomorphically onto for all real s, and P’ maps,

isoinorphically onto for all It.

PROOF : By interchanging Band C and applying Definition ].1 and

Theorem 1.1 we obtain an operator which is the inverse of P and maps

continuously into for all real s. The analogous
argument applies to P’.

The theory from Lions-Magenes [241 VI that is required for the second
result will be stated for the system (A, C~ (rather than (A, Bj) right 

I)efine :

One has (Schechter [28], Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg [ 1 )) :

PROPOSITION 5.1. (Uses boundedness o f Q.) If ( A, C} satisfies the 

thesis (e), then Z (A, 0) and Z (A’, C’) are finite dimensional and contained in
D (,Q. ,

Then Z (A, C) is a closed subspace of any of the spaces Dg (Q), H8 
s real, so that the quotient spaces (S2)/Z (A, C) and H -1 (Q)/Z (A, C) can
be defined as Hilbert spaces with the quotient topology. A and C are de6-
ned on D’A (Q)IZ (A, C) and Hs (S2)IZ (A, C) in the obvious way.

1

denote the space of distributions which satisfy

_ 1
it is a closed subspace ot’ HS (Q) x IIH 

t J 2 
I 

(.1,).
Lions and Magenes prove (3) ([24] VI, Theorem 4.1, Theorem 8.1 and

Remark 8.3) :

(3) The condition « 8 - 1 not integer)) has been omtted because of results in [24’J,(3) The condition (1 8 2 not integer , has been omitted because of results in [24’],
see our Remark 1.3.2.
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THEOREM 5.3. (Uses boundedness of D). Assume that (A, C) satisfies (e).
(i) .For all 8  2m, {A, C} maps C) isomorphically onto the

spa.ce

(ii) Pot- all 2111, IA7 C) map-i H8 (Sl)/Z(A, C) isomorphically onto the

space

A particular consequence of this results is

PROPOSITION 5.2. (Uses boundedness of Q). A88Unte that (A, 0) satis-

fies (e).

PROOF: 

r- ri - -
(i) It follows from Theorem 5.3 (i) that [Au, (f’);

Z (A’, C’), B’Z (A’, C’)). The assumptions on Cu implies that in fact I Au, Cic) E

using that
Another application of Theorem 5.3 (i) then gives that 

where

(ii) Since in particular u E DrA (Q), it follows from Theorem 5.3 (i) that

The assump-

tions on Au and CM imply that in fact
using that : 4

An application of Theorem 5.3 (ii) now shows that where 

and

We can now obtain the following statement about l~ :

THEOREM 5.4. ( Uses boundedness of 0). In addition to the basic a88Unti)-

tion, assume that (A, C) satisfies (e). Then I’ has the property :
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PROOF : Let ~ then for some r E 1R since

r is compact. Assume that P~a E for JR. If r we

are through ; therefore let r By Proposition = Bu for some

(0). it has the properties : M E Hr (Q) , Au = 0 E HI (S2), all t E JR, and

, Then Proposition 5.2 shows that

Another application of Proposition 1.1 gives that

III § 6. Some applications.

As mentioned in (III) § 2, previous investigations of non-local boundary
conditions have almost solely dealt with the boundary condition Cu = KB1t,
g a given operator in (.1~))’n . We called this type of condition a « pure
condition » in § 2; it is shown there how g determines uniquely the ope-
rator L to which A corresponds, whereas it is only a certain part of K

that is fixed by L or A. The method to treat the problem of how proper-
ties of A depend on properties of h’ within our framework will be to derive
the properties of L from K, these correspond to similar properties of X by
our theory.

Let g be given as an operator in ((D’ (r))’~ . Let .1 be the realization
of A determined by

i. e., A represents the pure condition Cu = KBU ; then A also represents
the pure condition ilfu = LBit where

is defined by :

(Proposition 2.1).
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We always have D (L) = BD (1) and can apply Theorem 3.1 ; however,
the case where we get most information is the case where L is closable ;
then the whole preceding theory applies to the correspondence between 1
and L.

Because of (6.2) one could say that it is the difference K - P that
determines the character of A. 

’

Below are given a few results; they should be considered more as an
illustration of our theory than a final goal, since we have not made an ef-

fort to use all possible aspects of it. The results overlaps with Schechter [29].

Sketch of results.

Assume for simplicity that m = 1, B = B’ - y . Then the operators

P and P’ map H a _ 2 (1’) continuously into H 8- 2 (r) for all real s (Theo-
rem 1.1), i. e., are of order 1. Under additional assumptions (as in Theorem
5.2 or 5.4) they have an * ellipticity &#x3E;&#x3E; - or regularity - property : P99 E
3 a 8 

3 1

E Hs-  r) P’ E g- 2 (r)l implies 9’ E Ba- 2 (I’).
We assume that K is given as an operator in CfJ’ (r), and maps H8 (1")

continuously into H$-’’ (r). for some fixed real r, and 8 belonging to a sui-
table finite interval (in particular this is satisfied if K has order r, i. e.,

maps Ht (h) continuously into H8-r (r) for all real 8). Then L is closed.

Furthermore : .

3

(i) If r C 1 and P has the regularity-property, then 

(alg. and top.) so that (by Theorem 3.2) D (;i) c H2 (D) (alg. and top.).

Moreover, A~‘ is determined by the boundary condition C’zi = where

K’ is a naturally defined adjoint of K ; here D (L*) c H3/2 (I’) (alg. and

top.) so that c H2 (D) (alg. and top.). Since 1) (L) and D (L’~) are
continuously imbedded in (I’), Land L* are Fredholm operators (using
that r is bounded) then .1 and lf1 are Fredholm operators.

(ii) If r ~ 1 and K has a regularity-property, then we get the same
conclusions as in (i) (for the adjoint we have to assume that K’ also has
the regularity property). 

1 38 ,- -

(iii) If r = 1 and P is an isomorphism of (r) onto g 8 (1-")
1 3

for all s, and K : H  2 (r) --&#x3E; H s 2 (r) has a sufficiently small norm for

each 8~ then the conclusions of (i) hold ; and in fact 0 E e ( A ). Using the

boundedness we get that the inverse 1-1 is a compact operator.
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We proceed to deduce the exact results. Let us mention the following
once and for all: We will often use the assumption that an operator K
in (~D’ (1’’))m maps continuously into 17H r+u i (r), for all r be-

’longing to a closed interval By interpolation (see Theorem I. 1.1),
it is actually enough that the property holds for the end-points r = ro and
r = ri . -

LEMMA 6.1. Let K be an ope1.ato’f in such that

c h (.K) and K is continuous front

some reat t. Then L :

closed.

PROOF : Let (pnl be a sequence in D (L) such that

(6.3) implies that in

(Theorem 1.1), thus altogether

where ti = min it, 0). From (6.4) we obtain that

This shows that Q E

LEMMA 6.2. Let t, ).0 and )’1 be real numbers (ro ~ ri), and let K be a

mapping in 1vlticlt map8 continuously into

I)enote the restriction of K with domain

There exists a mapping K’ in (1~’))m such that K’ maps

continuously into
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such that, if’ K,’ denotes the restriction of K’ with d01nain

are adjoint operators for all
We ’will say that K’ is the adjoint of K, or, if’ it is necessary to be

precise, that K’ is a it, ro, rll-adjoint of K.

PROOF : For each is a continuous mapping of

It therefore has an adjoint

sending i continuously into

s, H8’(r) c H8 (7") alg. and top., and densely, and the

duality between H~ (T ) and (H8 (I’))’ = H-8 (I~’) is an extension of the

duality between H 8’ (T ) and H-1" (r). Therefore, for ro ,- 1- 2-1 ,
implies (K,)* c (~.)* . Let K’ = then e If’ for all

1" E It. 0 and is in fact the restriction of K’ with domain
1

With the notation: KR is the restriction of K’ with do-
l

s-2m+/,j+ -main II H s-2m +uj=2 (T) this means that Note that when

LEMMA 6.3. Assume that the hypotheses o f’ either ’l’heore’1n 5.2 or 2 lceo-

rem 5.4 hold, so that P has the property :

Let K be an operato1’ in (I-’))’~ for zolaich t)cere exists t &#x3E; 0 such tlcut

K 2 (r) continuously into 1 (1’) all 8 E [0, 2m].
Then L, defined by (6.2), is closed and 

alg. and top. (Notation us in § 3).

PROOF : Since t &#x3E; 0 , k maps 2 (r ) continuously into
_ 

i 

II tl ’ ’ ( I’) for all E[(),2wj. For ,; = V this implies that 1, is 
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(Lemma 6.1). For g = 2m we see that both K and P map

continuously into therefore L satisfies

(see (6.2)).
Now let 99 E D (L). If for some 0 .c-- r  2m

then the same is true for Kq since Then

by the assumption on K. It now fol-

lows from (6.5) that
1

means that which contradicts (6.7).
Therefore there is no 0 --- r  2m for which (6.7) holds. Thus either

2 I (r) or (6.7) holds for some r  0. The latter case isPQ E II H ’ 2 ( T’ ) or (6. 7 j holds for some r0. The latter case is
- , 

- .--L
excluded since 2(F) so that Pgg E 17H ‘’ (r ). Using (6.5)

again we see that 

We have then proved that

By the closed graph theorem, (6.6) and (6.8) together imply

alg. and top.

LEMMA 6.4. 0,/ 6.3. Let K’ be the adjoint of’ K

defined according to Lemma 6.2; it maps ,e-2m-’-- 
.!.. 
2 (r) continuou8lyaccording to 6.2 ; it 

uj s (T ) continuouly
1 1

be defined by (6.2). Then the adjoint L* :
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is exactly the operator defined by

PROOF : With the notation of Lemma I
1

adjoints, for all

By Lemma 6.3, L : satisfies

alg. and top.

L* is defined on the set of
I

for which there exist

then y* = 

We also have 

using that K2.-t and Ko’ are adjoints, and that and are adjoints
2m-’a ’- t

(Theorem 5.1). Since t &#x3E; 0 and in fact (1"), the expression
can be transformed into
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Altogether we have found

By comparison of’ (6.10) and (6.11) we see that an element yE

if and only if

and then I This proves that L* is defined by (6.9).

We can now apply the regularity theorem in § 3 to the set-up defined

in the preceding lemmas. In order to get the regularity of X* we have to
assume continuity of K for II E [0, + t]; for the first statements of the

theorem s E [0, 2m] is enough.

THEOREM 6.1. In addition to the basic assumption, assume that the ope-
rators A, A’, 0 and C’ Srttisfy the hypotheses ot’ either Theorem 5.2 or Z’lceo-

rem 5.4.

Let there be given an operator K in (1’))m for which there exists

t &#x3E; 0 such tlcat g (T) continuousty into 8-.c’-- 2 (T)t &#x3E; 0 8uch that K map 9 
:1 (r) continuously into HH J 2 (r)

for all s E [0, 2m + t]. Let K’ be the adjoint according to Lemma 6.2.
Then the realization A of A zahich represents the boundary condition

Cu = KBu (i. e., is defined by (6.1)) is closed and satisfies

its adjoint 1- is exactly the realization of A’ which represents the boundary
condition C’u = K’I3’zc, and it also satisfies

I’ROOF : By Lemma 6.3, L defined by (6.2) is closed and satisfies

alg. and top.

Since Ã corresponds to in the sense

of Theorem 2.1, tl is closed and it follows from Theorem 3.2 that
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By Lemma 6.4, is defined by
KI by (6.9). Then since A* corresponds to L’ (Theorem 2.1), 1* represents
the pure condition Clu = (Proposition 2.1). By Lemma 6.2, the as-

sumption on K implies that KI maps continuously into

Then

Lemma 6.3 can be applied to .L~ and K’, to show that

alg. and top.

Now Theorem 3.2, applied to .1", shows that

COROLLARY 6.1. Assumptions of Theorem 6.1. The boundedness of r im-

plies that A and A*‘ are Predhotnt operators.

PROOF : From Theorem 6.1 we have that

alg. and top. The boundedness of I’ implies that

the imbedding of . is compact. It then

follows by a standard theorem (see e.g. Beals [6] p. 348) that Z (L) is finite

dimensional and l~ ( T.) is closed. Similarly, the imbedding of

into is compact, so that Z (L*) is finite dimensional and

B (L*) is closed. Altogether L has closed range, and Z (L) and R i
are finite dimensional, so L is a Fredholm operator ; similarly L* is a

Fredholm operator. By Corollary 2.4 it follows that A and 1* are Fredholm
operators.

LEMMA 6.5. Let K be an operator in for which there exists t&#x3E;O
such that

continuously into

(ii) For all s E [0, 2m] one has :
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Then L, defined by (6.2), is closed and satisfies

PROOF : Using (i) for g = - t, we obtain from Lemma 6.1 that L is

closed. For s == 2w we see that K maps ~(jT) continuously
into then since P maps continuously

into 17H 2m+t-yj -1 (I") which is continuously imbedded in ~(Jf’),
we find by consideration of the definition of L that

Now let 99 E D (L). If for some 0  r C 2m

then the same is true for since 2V E (-P). By (6.14),

this implies that Then Fy E which co-

ntradicts (6.16) since t &#x3E; 0. Thus Pgg 6 TM 2m -uj-2 (1’). Since Q E D (L), this
_ 

__1

implies Using (6.14) again, we conclude that

~ E ~g 2~n-~-t-~n~ - ~ ( j,). We have then proved that

By the closed graph theorem, (6.15) and (6.17) together imply that
t

I and top.

LEMMA 6.6. Assumptions of Lemma 6.5. Let KI be the adjoint of K,

defined according to Lemma 6.2 ; it maps 
2 (r) continuousl y into

for all 2m + t] . Let JJ : 11 H J 2 (r) -
_ .-! -2m+lt’ + .!..

defined by (6.2). Then tjze adjoint L*: (T,-&#x3E;

(I’) is exactly the operator dejiited by (6.H).
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PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.4, so we will only
describe it very briefly. 

- -

One has for all

since K2.+t and are adjoints, and and Po are adjoints. Thus

.L’~ is defined by (6.10), then (6.18) shows that Lff is the operator
satisfying

In the following theorem we strengthen the hypothesis on K to get
the results for 1- as well as those for A.

THEOREM 6.2. Let K be an operator in there exists

t &#x3E; 0 8uch that (i) - (iii) (4) are satiqfied :
1 1

(ii) For all s E [0, 2m] one has

(4) The assumptions (i)-(iii) are satisded if K is an isomorphism of j i
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(iii) Let K’ denote the adjoint defined acordittg to Lentma 6.2 ; it 

continuously into
Assume that K’ satisfies

for all s E [0, 21n 1.
Then the realization A of A which represents the boundary condition

Cu = ICBu is closed and satisfies

and

_ 

1

fu E D (A)  Azc E Ht (D)i is provided with the norm ( | u )§ + I Att 12 t )2 .
The adjoint ;i* is exactly the realization of A’ represents the pure

condition 0’ u = K’ B’ u, and it satisfies (G.21 ) and (6.22) with A replaced
by A’.

PROOF : Follows from Lemma 6.5 and 6.6 and Theorem 2.1 and 3.2,
in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1.

COROLLARY 6.2. Assumptions o1’ Theorem 6.2. The boundedness of r

implies that A and A~‘ ai-e Fredholm operators.

Analogous to the proof of Corollary 6.1.

For the last theorem we operate with a fixed set of norms in the

spaces H’’ ( 1’ ) ( r real).

6.7. Assume that all l four systems A, B), A’, B’ }, (A, 01 and
( ~1’, C’l the hypotheses (e) and of Chapter I. Then there exist

constants cs &#x3E; 0 such that P .satisfies

.tor all real s (Theorem f).~).
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Let K be an operator in (Cf)’ (.r))m for which there exist constants E8 &#x3E; 0
such that K 8ati8fies

= 0 and 8 = 2m. Then

and L maps
Let the adjoint K’ be defined as iv Lemma 6.2. Then L* is determined

by (6.9) and satisfies

it maps -

PROOF: It follows from the assumptions that

for s = 0 and g = 2m, so that K - P is ati isomorphism of 
i

onto (JT) for s = 0 and o = 2m. By interpolation (Theorem I. 1.1 )
the same holds for all s E [0, 2m].

Let JD be defined by (6.2). Lemma 6.1 shows that L is closed. From the
_ __1 i 1

fact that K - P maps isomorphically onto //N’’"(r)
for all s E [0, 2m] follows immediately that

alg. and top.

and that L maps D (L) 1 - 1 onto

To find L* we use that the adjoint of

for s E [0, 2m], again isomorphisms. The rest of the lemma is then easily
shown. 

"
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THEOREM 6.3. Assume that all four systems IA, B), (A’, B’), (A, C~ and
( A’, C’) satisfy the hypotheses (e) and (cM). Let

and let K be an operator in for which there exist constants E,~ ~ 0
sucla that 

’

s = 0, s = 2m. Let K’ be the adjoint lf K according to Le’1nma 6.2.
Then the realization A of A which represents the boundary condition

Cu = KBu satisfies

alg. and top.

and 0 E e (A ~.
A- is the realization of’ A’ represents the boundary

condition C’u = 

and 0 E e (1-).

PROOF : Follows easily from Lemma 6.7, using Theorems 2.1, 2.4 and 3.2.

COROLLARY 6.3. Asszcnaptions of Theorem 6.3. The boundednes8 of Q

that the inverses A-I and are compact operators.

PRO» : Follows from (6.23), using that the imbedding of H~’~ (S~) into
H° is compact.

APPENDIX. Preliminaries for Chapter II.

All operators considered are linear.

be an operator with domain D (S) in Hilbert space I~ (norm I t6 IK)
and range R (~S) in a Hilbert space H (norm u We say that S in an

operator from K into H and write in short : S: .h’ --~ H.
The nullspace Z (S) of S is defined by
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The graph G (S) of S is defined as the subset of K X H determined by

K X H is a Hilbert space with the hermitian norm

If G (S) is closed in K x H we say that S is closed ; if G (S) is the

graph of an extension of S we say that S is closable, the extension is

then called the closure of S and is denoted by ~S.
1

The ( ~ u’ I’K + 12H)i-, defined in D (8), is called the

graphnorm (with respect to S). When S is closed, D (S) is a Hilbert space
under the graphnorm.

Recall that the adjoint S* : can be defined if and only if

= K. Moreover, when D (S) = K, S is closable if and only if D (~*‘) ==

- H, and in the affirmative case (S)* = S*, and S**: K -+ H exists and

equals 8.
When K is a closed subspace of H, S can be considered as operator

in H. We then define

If is &#x3E; 0, h 0, &#x3E; - oo or = - oo, we will say that S is positive,
nonnegative, lower bounded or unbounded below, respectively. (Note that
in this definition, (Su, u) is not required to be real for all u E D (8)). With
this definition, S is dissipative in the sense of Phillips [25] if and only if

- ~S is nonnegative.
We also define the numerical range v (8) of S.

The closure of the numerical range w (S) is denoted by v (8).
When K = H, the resolvent set e (S) is defined by

exists and is bounded,

everywhere defined in H),
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and the spectrum 0 (S ) of 8 is

the complement (S) in (t.

DEFINITION A.I. An operator S in H will be said to be non-

negative if it is non-negative and has no proper ’1tonnegative extensiorc.

This means that - ~S is maximal dissipative, following Phillips [25];
we have chosen the present terminology in order to define maximal positive
and maximal lower bounded operators as well (Definition A.2 later).

Closed maximal dissipative operators are of special interest because
they constitute exactly the class of infinitesimal generators of strongly
continuous semigroups of contraction operators (see Phillips 125]). It was

proved by Hille, Yosida and others (see Hille-Phillips [16]), that a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for an operator 7’ in H to be the infinitesi.

mal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions is that

it satisfies

(i) T is densely defined and closed

(ii) a ( T ) is contained in the halfplane 
(iii) 11 ( (~, - C C (Re for all E (Z with Re A &#x3E; 0.

Phillips proved in [25] the following statements for dissipative ope-
rators : 

’

19 When 7’ is maximal dissipative then T is closed if and only if
T is densely defined. 

’

20 If T and 7* are adjoints then T is maximal dissipative if and

only if T*‘ is maximal dissipative.
3° If T and T* are adjoints and both are dissipative then both are

maximal dissipative.
Transforming the preceding characterizations into our terminology, nre

get

PROPOSITION A.I. Let S be a, cto,sed operato’J’ in H. Then the.following
statements are equivalent :

(i) S is maximal nonnegative
densely defined and S* is maximal nonnegative

(iii) S is densely defined and Sand 8* are nonnegative
(iv)o(~)c=(Re~~O),~~2013~)-i~~Re/L)-~ for all with

In the description of maximal nonnegative operators, the numerical

range v (S) (defined by (A. 2)) can be useful. v (~S) was investigated by Stone
([30], Chapter IV). He proved the following statements : -
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LEMMA A.I.

(i) For any linear operator is convex.

(ii) If the distance between A and v (8) equals d &#x3E; 0, then ~, - 8 has

an inverse with 1B (1 - 8)-1 " 
(iii ) Let S be closed, and let Ào E (! (b’) with 11 (Ao - ~S)-1 ~ ~ do for

some do &#x3E; 0. I’hen every point in the circle 11 - Ào C do belongs to ~ e (8).

Since v (S) is a convex subset of’ (I, (I B v (~’ ) &#x3E; has 0, 1 or 2 components
(in the case of two components, v (~S’ ) is a parallelstrip). By successive ap-

plications of Lemma A.1, one obtains

LEMMA A.2. Let S be closed. If one point of a component B v (~’ )
belongs to e (8), then all of that component is in g (~’).

We can now add the following two descriptions to Proposition A.1,
noting that an operator 8 is nonnegative if and only if’ v (S) c A :--&#x3E; 0 1 :

PROPOSITION A.2. Let is be closed. I’he following statements are equi-
valent with the statements (i) - (iv) of Proposition A. I :

( v) a ( ~5’) and v (S) are contained in ( Re 0) 1
(vi) v (S) is contained in iRe A ~ U) and one point of (Re A  01 is in

LO .

PROOF: Follows easily from Proposition A.1, Lemma A.1 and Lem-
ma A.2.

COROLLARY A.2. A closed operator S is ntaximal if and only
Zf’ is and - is are nonnegative, and one them is ina,xintal nonnegative.

PROOF : Uses Proposition A.2 (vi) and the fact that ~‘ is maximal

symmetric if’ and only if S is symmetric and either i or - i belongs to Lo (8).

REMARK A.I. If ~S is maximal normal, v (8) equals the closed convex
hull of a (~S). (The definition of maximal normal operators and the proof of this

theorem, are given in Stone [30]. Such operators are by some authors ,just
called normal). Then S is maximal nonnegative if and only i f (J (8) e

iRe A ~ 01.
We can now prove

LEMMA. A.3. Let 8 and S* be adjoints. Let A E (t B v (S). E e (8)

if and only if A E (I (~S~’~).
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PROOF: Since v (S) is convex, A has a positive distance from a closed

halfplane By a rotation ete we can carry the halfplane into
positive halfplane » (Re ~ &#x3E; ~o~ containing v (eie 8) such that  ~o.

1) If A E g (~S ) then Re A E p ~S ), so that, by Proposition A. 2 (vi),
ei® ~S -- ~o is maximal nonnegative. By Proposition A. 1 (ii) the adjoint
e-i,9 S*~ - ~o is nonnegative, which implies that ;(e-i6 S*) c Since

2) (,~ B v (8’), both 1- Sand f - S" have bounded inverses

(Lemma A.1 (ii)). Since S is closed, R (A - S) is closed. Therefore

which equals P (I - S), since

’Thus (rS ).

If x is a subset of (t we will denote the conjugate set E x} by x’.

PROPOSITION k-.3. Let S and S. be adjoints. Let x be a c01nponent or
(t (S) foryn whiclz x fl e (8) =1= Q. Then x c e (8), and x’ = E 

fies : 1 x’ is a component v;(S), and x’ c e (S).

By Lemma A.2, x c e _(~’) . Applying Lemma A.3 to every

point of x we obtain that x’ and that x’ Let xi be

the component ;(8.) containing x’. VVe can now apply an argumen-
tation to x, similar to the above, to obtain that m,’ c x. Thus altogether
x’ v

COROLLAUY A.3. Let 8 and 8* be adjoints, and let v (S) =f= d, v (S) not
equal to a halfplane. If g (S) c v (~S) (this holds if inerely one point in each
component of C B v (8) is in e (S)) then

PROOF : The corollary follows by consideration of the possible convex
sets in the plane : If v (S) is not a halfplane there are the two possibilities :
1) ;(8) is parallel strip, 2) ;(8) contains no parallel-strip.

In the first case C B v (S has two components which are both in p (8).
Each of these are by conjugation carried into a component 
by Proposition A.3 ; then since d B v (rS ~) has at most two components,
c B v (8)/ =- - C B v (~ ~). Proposition A.3 now also implies that 4X B w (S*) c
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In the second case, there is no convex subset of v (8)’ whose comple-
ment has two components, so the component G B v (8)’ B ;(8-) must
equal the whole set G B v(S*). Again we obtain C B ;(8-) c e (88), so
~ (S~) 

RRMARK A.2. To illustra.te the assumption in Corollary A.3 that v (S)
is not a halfplane, we mention the following: If S is the adjoint of a maxi-
mal symmetric operator, is equal to a halfplane, then c v (S),
but I"’; (8.) =F (t ’" ;-(8)’.

DEFINITION A.2. An in H will be said to be maximal lower

bounded if it is lower bounded and has no proper loicer bounded extension.

An in H will be said to be maximal positive if it is positive
and has no proper positive extension.

For closed operators one has the following equivalent description which
makes it easier to verify that an operator satisfies Definition A. 2 (which
is most in accordance with the concept of maximality) :

PROPOSITION A.4. elosed.

(i ) maximal lower bounded it’ and only if’ there e-i-i8t8 c E 1R so that
S - c is maximu,l nonnegative.

(ii) 8 ig maximal positive if and only if’ there exists c &#x3E; 0 so that 8 - c
is maximal nonnegative.

In the cases in (i) and (ii), c can be chosen equal to m (8).

PROOF: 
"

(i) Let S be maximal lower bounded. Then &#x26; - nl (S) is nonnegative
and has no proper lower bounded extension ; thus it is in particular magi-
mal nonnegative.

Conversely, let c be a real number for which c is maximal nonne-

gative. By Proposition A.I (iv), ~, - (S - c) maps 1 - 1 onto H for

all A &#x3E; 0. Then if S1 is a proper extension of 8, l - - c) is not 1 - 1

for A &#x3E; 0. Therefore 81 cannot be lower bounded, for in that case u +
-f- in (S1) - S1 would be 1 - 1 for p &#x3E; 0. This shows that S is maximal

lower bounded.

(ii) Let S be maximal positive. Then in (S) &#x3E; 0. Let T === S-1/2 2013 -- m (S ) ;2

T is positive and has no proper extension T1 with na ( T 1 ) &#x3E; - 1 a (S ) ;2
thus in particular T is maximal nonnegative. It follows from (i) that T is
maximal lower bounded, and then from (i) that T - n1 (1’) is maximal non-

negative. Using that 3’ _ ~S --- 1 m {~ ) we now get that S is maximal
2
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lower bounded, and

is maximal nonnegative.
Conversely, let S - c be maximal nonnegative for some c &#x3E; 0. Since

~S - c is nonnegative, ~S is positive. By (i), 8’ is maximal lower bounded,
thus it has in particular no proper positive extension, i. e., S is maximal

positive.

COROLLARY A.4. Let S be closed. 8 is maximal nonnegative [maximal
positive] if and only if S is maximal lower bounded and m (rS ) ;&#x3E; 0 [in (S ) &#x3E; 0 J.

COROLLARY A.5. Let S be closed. Then S is maximal positive / maxi-
nonnegative / ’naxi1nal lower bounded, if and only if S is densely defi-

ned and S and S. are both positive / nonnegative / lou7er bounded, respectively.

PROOF : Follows from Proposition A.1 (iii ) and Proposition A.4.
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